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DEPOT 

CEI can supply affordable hardware solutions. Our 
equipment is tested, warranted and eligible for a 
maintenance contract. You will find we stock the 
entire DG product line: Nova, Eclipse, MV, Dasher, 
AViiON. 

CEI purchases your excess equipment. Call for the 
market value of your system. 

CEI can upgrade your CPU and peripherals. Take 
advantage of the newest technology. Leasing is also 
available. 

CEI is the benchmark for depot repair of your DG 
hardware. Get our depot rate before buying 
replacements. 

CEI can supply a broad range of DG-compatible 1-SCI P 1 equipment. You will break the performance barrier 
and save money, too. 

l·fu@d)M 
AUTHORIZI:.D DISTRIBUTOR 

C~I CALL 
800-462-CEII 

Computer 
Engineering 
International 
Circle 7 on reader service card. 

2231 Star Court 
P.O. Box 81755 

Rochester, MI 48308 
MI Phone: 313-853-0770 

FAX: 313-853-0775 



KilllCOBOL ugs 
With lj(5Uru , ICOBOL 
bugs won't bite you 
anymore! 1j(5U'Dis the 
only ICOBOL debugger 
using pop-up windows, 
pull-down menus, 
mouse support and simple, speedy command 
operation. These features combine to give you 
the most potent, easy-to-use tool for finding and 
exterminating ICOBOL bugs. 

1j(5U'Dsimultaneously monitors break pOints, 
program variables and source code in separate 
windows, allowing you to immediately zoom in 
on the problem. The result is faster debugging
and increased productivity! 

And like all other Wild Hare products, 1j(5U'Dis 
completely portable, to zap bugs no matter 
where they hide. 

(*Reduced Aggravation ICOBOL Debugger) 
Complete satisfaction or double your bugs back! 

1j(5U'Dis an integrated 
part of Wild Hare's 
Cfwicd " ICOBOL run
time system and ~ 
ICOBOL compiler. We 

combined the most portable runtime, the 
fastest compiler and most powerful debugger to 
give you unparalleled programmer productivity! 

Itching to try it? Order ~with 1j(5U'Dby 
September 30, 1993, and we'll give you Cfwice! 
FREE! It's even covered by our 30 day sting
proof money back guarantee. 

Get rid ollCOBOL bugs now. 
With 1(5U'D! 

/ Circle 40 on reade r service card . 
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DATAGENE 
ISOPENING 

A OF EYES 
WITH THE BEST 
OPEN SYSTEMS 

SERVER 
IN THE WORLD! 

The A\'.--.ON 9500- AVIION -The complete open enterprise solution: 
RY Flexibility-Choose the size server you require today. 

tor pertormance range Scalability-As your needs expand, the AViiON 9500 grows 
, to 1600 MIPS of power. 

hinh a'''c.-Iab.-I.-tv data .-ntegr.-h , High Avai!abi!ity 8c Dat~ Integrity 8c Storage Management-
.~ Y'" ." The combination of AVIION servers, 

forage management CLARiiONNstorage products 
S and the DG/UXN operating system is unmatched. 

and pr-lCe·liper.ormance Price/Performance-AViiON is a recognized industry leader. 
'I I' • AVIION-lmpeccabie credentials: 

It' - pi th best A $1 Billion customer base in less than four years. 
S s.m y e Voted #1 for Customer Satisfaction in Computerworld's 
,~ "CW Guide to Servers:" Open s,~.~ms server AVIION-The world's best server! -n the orld- From a company that understands your enterprise 

Circle 12 on reader service card . 

• W • computing needs. Coll l·80O-DATA GEN 

Data General 
Where the W>rld 
isgoingr 

AViiON Is a registered trademark and CLARiiON and DGlUX 
are trademarks of Data General Corporation. C Data General Corporation t 993 • March 22. t 993 



NADGUGNEWS ____________________ __ 

So where is it? 
Because some member listings and 

other information were inadvertently 
left out of its first printing, NADGUG's 
awaited 1993 Member Directory is in 
the process of being reprinted. The cor
rected directory edition will make its 
appearance later this year, so watch for 
it in your mailbox. NADGUG members 
receive a copy at no additional charge 
as part of their annual membership 
fees. The directory indexes NADGUG 
members by individual last name and 
also by company name. This year's 
directory includes Products and Ser
vices listings of Data General-related 
vendors. 

In the interest of compiling as com
plete a profile as possible of 
NADGUG's membership for this year's 
directory a nd next year's edition, 
NADGUG requests you, the individual 
members, to volunteer information 
about what kinds of systems you're 
using-hardware, software, and pro
gramming languages. You can also 
make address changes (see form at the 
bottom of page 4; fax to NADGUG 
member services at 508/443-4715 or 
mail to NADGUG, c/o Danieli & 
O'Keefe Associates, Inc., Chiswick Park, 
490 Boston Post Road, Sudbury, MA 
01776). Deadline is September 1. 

,.---------------------------------------------------------------------------------.-----------------------------------------"1 , , , , 

I NADGUG wants to know more about its members I:::::::::: Please fill out the form below and fax to NADGUG member services at 508/443-4715 
or mail to NADGUG, c/o Danieli & O'Keefe Associates, Inc., Chiswick Park, 490 Bo ton 
Post Road, Sudbury, MA 01776. Deadline is September 1. 

MemberName: ____________________________________________ _ 

Occupation Title: ____________________________________________ _ 

Company Name: ____________________________________________ _ 

Address: ____________________________________________ _ 

City: ____________________________________________ _ 

State: ____________________________________________ _ 

Zip: ____________________________________________ _ 

Phone: ____________________________________________ _ 

Fax: ____________________________________________ _ 

Please Indicate the operating systems and 
languages your company currently uses 
(check all that apply): 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

o 
o 

AOSNS 

AOSNSII 

Unix (DGlUX) 

RDOS 

MUMPS 

Pick 

Other: 

Business BASIC 

ICobol 

o Cobol 

o C 
o 4GLs 

o Fortran 
o Other: __________________ _ 

Please indicate the Data General systems 
your company currently uses (check all that 
apply): 

0 Aviion (up to 5000) 

0 Avilon (6000 and up) 

0 MV (up to 5500) 

0 MV (midrange) 

0 MV (40000 and up) 

0 DGPC 

0 16-bit Eclipse 

0 Nova 

0 Desktop 

0 Clariion 

, , 
, , , 

.... __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ .J 
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IN GENERAL ____ --+ 

•• Data General 

New Aviions break 
previous speed record 

The day the August issue of Focus 
magazine went to press, Data General was 
holding a press conference in Bosto/1 to 
announce its new line of AviiO/1 servers. 
We' ll bring you //l ore details ill future 
issues, but here's what we learned 0/1 June 
29. 

Data General strengthened its position 
in the open enterprise computing mar
ketplace with the introduction of a new 
family of Aviion enterprise computer 
and the addition of advanced features 
to its DC / UX operating system. 

Cover art from Data Celleral's "Opell Ellterprise Servers"arlllollllcelllellt 

An open enterprise server manages 
the distribution of all corporate data, 
providing the filing, the printing, and 
the communications support for all the 
personal computers, workstations, and 
other desktop systems throughout the 

organization, DC ays. It also manages 
the network. 

The 16-processor Aviion 9500 serv
er will be able to process up to 1,600 
million instructions per second (MIPS) 
and up to 1,000 transactions per second 
(TPS), four times the performance of 

DG's previous top-of-the-line Aviion 
system. The eight-processor A V 9500 
will provide up to 800 MIPS and 600 
TPS performance. 

Features like board-upgradeable 
sys tems; memory expansion to more 
than 2 GB; high-performance I/ O; con-

DATA GENERAL HARDWARE 

Focus 

IF IT'S IN STOCK, WE WON'T BE UNDERSOLD ... GIVE US A TRY 

ASSET REMARKETING 
CORPORATION 

1103 S. Cedar Ridge Drive 
Duncanville, Texas 75137 

(214) 296-9898 (800) ARC-9993 
FAX (214) 296-9651 

MV55000C WI1 6MB. 662 .•..•......•.. $9 .500 

MV15000 ·20 WI8MB ..•..••.•...•..... 2 .500 

AVIION 5120 DUAL CPU BOARD .... 3 .600 

10404·0 3KVA UPS ........................... I .200 

AVIION 7402·K VME8 ...•.•••..•.••.••.•••••• .400 

AVIION SMO DISK CTRL.. .................... I .000 

AVIION 4100 WI I6MB ....................... 2 .200 

AVIION VOC 128 CTRL ...................... 1.000 

OG500 SYSTEM................ .. ........... 1.400 

AVIION 7411K CTRL ........................ 800 

AVIION SMO DISK DRiVE...... . .......... 1.800 

MVIOOO 4MB. 179MB. TAPE ............. 2 .200 

MVI5I2O EXP CHASSiS.......... . ..... 1.000 

MVI5f20 16MB MEM PCB ... •.. 1.500 

MVI5120 FPU 8991 ....... ...... . ......... 600 

MVI5120 MID PCB R61 .................. 1.600 

MV7800 CPU WI4MB ............................ 300 

01461 WI KYBO...................... . ......... 275 

01411 WI KYBO ................................. 175 

01460 WI KYBO.. . .............................. 1 45 

01410 WI KYBO ................................... 100 

01214 WI KYBO .................................... 100 

01215 WI KYBO ..................................... 125 

01462. GREEN WIKYBO ...................... 275 

01412+ WI KYBO ........ . ............. 250 

01216+ GREEN WIKYBO ................. 150 

0 /412+ . 0 /216. PH ROM , ................. 100 

01216 WIKYBO ............................... 160 

01462 WIKYBO................. . ............. 300 

NOVA 4 CPU 12785.... ...... . ............ 150 

6026 TAPE DRIVES AND PARTS 

6125 TAPE DRIVES AND PARTS 

lAC 813 RS232 WfTBC ......................... 350 

Circle 2 on reader service card. 

IAC· 16 4370 WITBC .......................... $300 

6602 150MB TAPE IN PHU .............. 1.000 

6554 662MB DISK DRiVE ................. 1.200 

6541 ·A 1 GIB SMO DiSK .................. 1.800 

6662 332MB DISK SCSi ................. ...... 795 

65912GJBTAPESCSI ...................... I .400 

6539 179MB SCSI DISK ....................... .550 

6341 SCSI AIR TAPE ........ .. .............. 800 

6581 ·A 500MB RAM DISK . .. .......... 1.200 

6236·A 354MB DISK DRiVE ................. 250 

6299 OR 6300 TAPE SIS ...... . ....... 800 

458980 COL PTR RS323 ..................... 150 

4434 80 COL PRINTER ......................... 75 

4327 300LPM BAND PTR ............ 350 

6475 LASER 12PPM 31BIN ... . ............ 600 

01216+ WIBARCOOE OPT ... . ............ 275 

01215 WIBARCOOE OPT ..................... 225 

0220 COLOR CRT WIKYBO ............ 250 

01216 MODEL 2 WIKYBO ................. 175 

01470C COLOR CRT .......... .. ........ 375 

MV10000 CPU BOARD SET ............ .400 

MV4000 CPU BOARD SET ................. 100 

DATA PRODUCTS 8300 ........................ 350 

4518 OR 6321 PTA. ....................... 150 

01216+E PHROM ................................. 100 

51140 256KB MEMORy ........................ 50 

511 401 MB MEMORY ............................ 150 

SI1 40 CPU WIHFU 14501 .................... 800 

NOVA 4 MEMORy ................................ CALL 

Ol47OC CRT'S AND PARTS 

DATA PRODUCTS 8300 PARTS 

MV1000 LAC 1612 RS422 ................... 800 

MV15120000 MID BOARD REV63 ..... 2 .000 
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nection to a terabyte of storage with 
Data General's Clariion disk arrays; 
fault tolerant backup with Clariion tape 
arrays; and high availability design 
make the A V 9500 systems suitable for 
mis ion-critical applications. 

In addition to the high-end servers, 
DG also introduced two-, four-, six-, 
and 12-proce sor versions of the A V 
9500, the A V 8500 mid-range server 
models for the office, and the A V 500 
workstation. 

A V 9500 prices will range from 
$84,000 for the two-processor version 
up to $280,000 for the eight-processor 
model. A V 8500 pricing begins at 
$36,000 and ranges up to $56,000. The 
A V 500 workstation will be priced at 
$15,000. 

The company said that the two
and four-processor versions of the A V 
9500, as well as the mid-range A V 8500 
servers and A V 500 workstations, will 
be available immediately. The six- and 
eight-processor A V 9500 models will be 
available in the late fall, and the 12- and 

16-processor AV 9500 systems will be 
available next spring. 

DGIUX enhancements 
The new release of DC's commer

cial Unix operating sy tem, DG/UX 5.4, 
adds functions that directly support the 
needs of an enterpri e server. 

ew high-availability feature in
clude a Di tributed Lock manager that 
allows Aviion systems to be configur d 
in clusters to improve applications 
availability; on-line controller re tart; 
applications-transparent u e of back-up 
LA controllers; and dynamic bad 
block disk remapping. 

Storage management enhance
ments include Virtual Di k Manage
ment (VDM), allowing customer to 
dynamically reconfigure di k on-line 
to enhance performance and availabili
ty, transparent to applications execu
tion; and the bundling of Legato's et
worker for unattended networkwide 
back up and recovery. 

Support for Posix Thread allows 

applications with multipl thr ads of 
control, uch a data ba e y tem , to 
take further advantage of th Aviion 
multiprocessor environment. DG/UX 
5.4, relea 3.0, will hip in the fourth 
quarter of thi y ar. 

Industry support 
S veral of the indu try' leading 

open enterpri e-cla oftwar provid r 
wer cheduled to join DG at the 
announcement including Oracle Corpo
ration, Comput r A ociate , Informa
tion Builder, Inc. , and Dun & Brad-
treet Software. Acc rding to Data Gen

eral, more than 3,000 application 
through partner hip with oftwar de
veloper ar available on A viion y
tem . ~ 

111 Gellernl is compiled by Robill Perry. If 
you have all item for III Gellernl, please selld 
it to Robill, c/o FoC/ls lI1agazille, P.O. Box 
200549, Austill , TX 78720; 512/335-2286; 
Fax: 512/335-3083. 

Data General • Buy • Sell • Trade 
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Processors: 
MV40000 HA2 .................................................. SAVE $ 
MV40000 32MB ............................................... SAVE $ 
MV30000 Modell , and MOD 2,3,4 Upgrades ........ Call 
MV20000 16MB Models 1 &2 ........................... SAVE $ 
MV20000 Modell to Model 2 upgrade ........... SAVE $ 
MV 15000·20 upgrade from any system .......... SAVE $ 
MV10000 4MB .................................................. $2,000 
MV8000·11 8MB ......... ............................................ 900 
MV9500 CPU w!32MB ...................................... 25,000 
MV9600 CPU w!32MB ...................................... 36,000 
AVIION All Modets ............. ...••..• ......... •. . SAVES 
MV8000 Model 9300 ............................................. 800 
MV 7800lMV7800XP 4MB 16 Slot .............. 1900/2900 
MV4000 2MB ......................................................... 700 
MV4000DC 2MB, 120MB, floppy ........................ 1 ,200 
MV2000 Enhanced 4MB 160 MB disk ................. 3,200 
4380 ISC-2 (Synch) ............................................... 300 
AViiON 5225+ ......................................................... Call 
AViiON 4100 ........................................................... Call 
AViiON 4625 ........................................................... Call 

THOUSANDS of Parts 
For DG Machines 

Processor Options: 
4380 ISC-2 (Synch) ............................................. $300 
8997 Expansion chassis MV15, 20 ..................... 2,500 
8819 Second IOC for MV10000 .......................... 1,000 
8762 Expansion chassis ..................................... 1,900 
4543-B MCPl 8 Async 2 Sync DCH Plr ............. 1,050 

4370 IAC-16 RS232, 20MA, W TCB .......................... $600 
4623 IAC-24 w/TCB-24 ............................................ 3,300 
ANY TERMSERVER OR TRANCEIVER ...................... . 
4367 IAC-8 RS232, 20MA Modem Cnt ...................... .400 
4532-A ILC ............................................................... 2,350 
4560 LAC-12 ....................................... ........................ 450 
45861TC-128 terminal controller ............................. 4,950 

Disk Storage Units: 
6161147MB Disk subsystem ................................... $400 
6236 354MB Disk subsystem ..................................... 600 
6239 592MB Disk subsystem .................................. 1,950 
6329 120MB MV2000/MV1400 ................................... 600 
6363 160MB MV2000/MV1400 ................................... 900 
6491 322MB for MV2500 or CSS ............................. 1 ,300 
6554 662MB for MV2500 or CSS ............................. 1,700 
6581 500MB RAM.S. Disk ......................................... Call 
6720 CSS2 1.0GB Disk subsystem .......................... 7,000 
6685 1.0GB Disk Drive NO ...................................... 2,700 
2351 Fujitsu w/BMX3 ............................................... 2.500 
6061/6122 Zebra Disks or Parts ................................ Offer 
Zetaco ARZ, SKS and Laser Disk subsystems ............. Call 

Specials 
HiPerStor disk arrays used on MV, AViiON , 

SUN, HP, NOVELL, & Moret 

Terminals: 
6165 0460 Monitor with keyboard ....................... $150 
6166-X 0410 Monitor with keyboard ..................... 120 
6169-X 0211 Monitor with keyboard ..................... 125 
6391-X 0214 Monitor with keyboard ..................... 140 
6392-X 0215 Monitor with keyboard ..................... 150 
6393-X 0411 Monitor with keyboard ..................... 160 
6394-X 0461 Monitor with keyboard ..................... 250 
65000216 Monitor with keyboard ......................... 210 
6682 0217 Monitor with keyboard ......................... 275 
6567 0412 + Monitor with keyboard ...................... 275 
6683-X 0413 Monitor with keyboard ..................... 350 
6568 0462 + Monitor with keyboard ...................... 500 
6693G-X D1400i Monitor with keyboard ................ 375 

Tapes: 
6026 800/1600 BPI Brown, FCC compliant ............ 550 
6341-A 1600 BPI Streaming Tape (SCSI) ........... 1,100 
6299/6300 1600/6250 BPi ..................................... 950 
6586-A Galaxy Tape (SCSI) ................................. 3,200 
6587-A 1600 BPI Tabletop (SCSI) ...................... 3,900 
6590M 2GB Subsystem (SCSI) ........................... 2,500 
6588/6589 6250BPI Tape (SCSI) .............. 8,500/8,700 

Printers 
Genicom 
Data prodcucts 
Data South 
Mannesman Tally 

International Computing Systems 
P.O. Box 343· Hopkins, MN 55343 

1-800-S22-ICSC (4272) 

Memories 
Data General 
and Third party 
memories available 
for all systems (612) 935-8112 

FAX 6121935·2580 

Circle 20 on reader service card. 
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EAGLE oftware 

Migrate CEO Files to 
UNIX· or DOS· 

VAliows rna conver ion of CEO 
file to any word proce or or 
pread heet upported by 

CEO_DOC_CO VERT or 
KEYpak. 

'll'Move information tored in the 
CEO document ummary to the 
ummary field in WordPerfect:" 

~erform one rna migration or 
migrate in tage to meet u ers ' 
need . 

'll'Flexibility allow cu tomization 
to meet your pecific migration 
need . 

Has Got 
You Covered! 

~Provide full -time notification 
of new CEO mail and reminder 
even if you ' re not in CEO. 

~elp avoid document 10 and 
keep CEO_I DEX error from 
corrupting your file . 

~lIow operation on the CEO 
filing y tern not normally 
available through CEO. 

~upercharges the performance 
of the CEO mail y tern. 

Call Today! 

1-800-477-5432 
EAGLE Software, IDe. 

123 ...... _ ..... " .. _ .u.m.'12S7 
FAX: .u.au .. 

Circle 16 on reader service card . 

Compre se and archive CEO 
document up to 70% to any 
directory. 

~Allow immediate restore by 
CEO u er a a CEO u er 
application or CLI program. 

~un in conjunction with, or in 
place of, the CEO_ARCHIVER. 

~nclude all the compre ion 
software you need at one low 
price. 



Focus 011: AVIION PERFORMANCE TUNING 

The System 
Activity 
Reporter 

The author begins a series of articles explaining the performance 
SYNOPSISI 

monitor utilities available for solving most common bottlenecks 
affecting DG/UX performance in a multi-user server environment. 

by Thomas E. Soukup 
Special to Focus 

The goal of using any computer system is to enable users to work more efficiently and 
achieve their fullest potential. But if a system isn' t performing at its peak level, corrective 
action must be taken. The overall performance of Data General's DG/UX operating system 
and the A won platform is extremely important to system managers. 

To monitor and make changes that improve overall system performance, you must be 
familiar with performance-monitoring utilities available for the DG/UX multi-user system. 
Moreover, you must not only be able to collect system activity and performance data, but 
you should also be able to analyze the data and implement corrective action. Data General 
has included the following performance-monitoring and tuning utilities with DG/UX: Sys
tem activity reporter (sar) utility; user application profilers; kernel profiler; highly tunable 
fast-file system. 

To begin monitoring and tuning a system or applications, you have to know what 
resources users and applications are consuming. You must understand the availability and 
physical limitations of these resources, and how best to allocate them among users and 
applications. Excessive or even new demands on an already heavily loaded resource can 
significantly affect overall system performance. Often the solution is to modify a DG/UX 
kernel parameter, distribute data over more disks and controllers, rebuild data files to elim
inate fragmentation, or redesign applications to consume fewer resources or use more effi
cient calls. However, sometimes more CPU power, more memory, or more disks and con
trollers must be added to the system to accomplish acceptable performance improvement. 

Sar: the system activity reporter 
The Unix tool sar (system activity reporter) is the front-line tool in any performance 

investigation. It provides enough information to direct you to the system resources causing 
performance bottlenecks. Hardware bottlenecks occur within the CPU, the memory subsys
tem, disk I/O subsystem, terminal I/O subsystem, network I/O subsystem, or a combina
tion of two or more. Software bottlenecks occur within the operating system, relational 
data base, multi-user and batch applications, or a combination of two or more. 

The Systems Evaluation and Performance Analysis Center (SEPAC) mOnitoring tool, 
the "Real-Time Performance Monitor" (UX/RPM) displays sar data in screen format. 
Screens logically group key sar statistics by functionality . UX/ RPM provides users with 
current and historical data to track performance bottlenecks. UX/ RPM simplifies the user's 
job. A single program collects critical performance data, thus eliminating the need to use 
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numerous DG/ UX commands and util
ities. 

The A V SysScope performance 
monitor is a set of performance mea
surement tools for Aviions running 
DG/ UX. It allows you to monitor, col
lect, log, and display the performance 
of one or more computers. The tool set 
consists of two graphical monitors: 
sscope for analyzing system perfor
mance (sar data), and sscape-ps for ana
lyzing user-process performance (the 
Unix command "Process Status", ps). 
For each sar option, the following 
columns and descriptions are included: 
The significant data item that sar 
reports; the significant data item that 
the real-time performance monitor 
(UX/RPM) displays on its screen; the 
significant data item that the A V SysS
cope performance monitor displays on 
its screen; a brief explanation of each 
data item; some general performance 
guidelines; additional features included 
in UX / RPM and A V SysScope not re
ported by sar. 

Many of the following items can 
also be obtained by using the 
dg_sys_infaO system call. For further in
formation, refer to the on-line manual 
pages for sar and the OG / UX system 
header file, dg_sys_infa.h. 

CPU activity (sar -u). The - tt option 
lists CPU utilization. At any given time 
the processor is either busy or idle. 
When busy, a processor is either in user 
or system mode. When idle, the proces
sor is either waiting for the completion 
of input / output or some other 
resources wait operation (such as a 
lock), or it has no work to do. 

Figure 1: The sar -u option 

58' item U>(JRPM item SysScope item 
%user User Percent User Time 

The percentage of time spent executing instruc· 
tions in user space. 

58' item UXIRPM item 
%sys Sys 

SysScope item 
Percent System 
Time 

The percentage of time spent executing instruc· 
tions in the DGlUX kernel . excluding time spent 
handling interrupts in user processes. 

58' item UXIRPM item SysScope item 
%idle Idle Percent Idle Time 

The percentage of time spent in the idle state. 
idle time is time accumulated by a special kernel 
idle process that runs when there is nothing else for 
the system to do. idle time represents unused CPU 
time. 

Guidelines for CPU activity. The 
percentages of user, system, and idle 
time change based on what percentage 
of system mode calls versus user mode 
calls are being used by applications. 
Values for system, user, and idle time 
change based on the applications run. 
For example, applications using sema
phores and messages (kernel space rou
tines) will show a higher system time 
than applications not using semaphores 
and messages . For most system that 
don' t use excessive kernel calls, the 
average of user mode calls will range 
from 60 to 75 percent. The average sys
tem mode calls will range from 15 to 25 
percent. Idle time is normally 10 to 20 
percent, unless it's a heavily loaded sys
tem. DG / UX will attempt to keep its 
processors completely busy when there 
are at least as many users as processors 
working on the system. 

YO EED DATA GE ERAL EQ IPME T. 
YOU EED IT OW. YO EED IT PRICED RIGHT. 
A 0 IT HAS TO MEET YO R SPECIFICATIO S. 

CPU's -------~ EZ/MaitM 
MV 20000 Mod 1 & 2 ............... CALL 
MV 15000 Mod 20 .. ........... .... $6.900 
MV 10000 .... ..... ..................... $1 .900 
MV 7800 XP w/4 MB ............. $3.500 
MV 7800 w/4 MB ........ ...... ..... $2.200 
MV 4000 .......... ........... .............. $900 
MV 2500 ................................ $2.900 
MV 2000 ................................ $2.500 
S280 ........................ ... ........... $1 .500 
SI140 .. .......... ......................... $1 .200 
Nova 4X ................................ .... $900 
Desktop Systems 
& Peripherais ... ............. ........... CALL 
DISK & TAPE 
MV 2000 Disks and Tapes ........ CALL 
6239 592MB SIS ................... $1 .500 
6236 354MB SIS ...................... $600 
6161147MB SIS ................ ...... $900 
62996250 BPI Tape ..... ......... $1 .500 
6125 Tape SIS .......................... $595 
6026 Tape SIS ... ....................... $595 
MEMORY 
MV 9600 32MB ...................... $6.500 
MV15 & MV20 32MB ............. $3.500 
MV15 & MV20 16MB ............. $2.300 

MV15 & MV20 8MB .................. $800 
MV4 & MV10 8MB .................... $500 
MV4 & MV104MB .................... $800 
MV4 & MV10 2MB .................... $400 
Memory For All Other oG 
Processors IN STOCK 
CRT's & PRINTERS 
BP1500 Printer ...................... $5.000 
4374 Printer .. .......... ... .... ........ $3.900 
B1000 Printer ........................ $2.900 
B600 Printer .......................... $1 .500 
B300 Printer ........... ............ ...... $975 
0461 CRT ...... ... ... ..................... $350 
0460 CRT .. ............ .. ... .. .. .......... $220 
0411 CRT ................................. $225 
0410 CRT ................................. $175 
0462 CRT ................................. CALL 
0216 CRT ................................. CALL 
COMMUNICATIONS 
IACI16 ... ...................... .............. $400 
IAC18 ....... .. .................... ............ $200 
ATII16 ....................................... $150 
AMII8 ....................... .......... ....... $150 
LAN Controller ....................... $2.000 
LAC-12 ...................................... $400 
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Cyberscience Corporation. ElIMaii runs on 
all OG Systems, ~OS, and most Unix-based 
machines. Try EZ/Mail today and introduce 
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Two 8mm tape drive , each 
capable of toring up to 25 GB, can 
be combined in a single desktop 
cabinet. Thi dual configuration 
let you take full advantage of our 
Advanced C I Proce sor. 

ow, two drives can work 
together imultaneou ly to maxi
mize backup peed and capacity 
with a variety of recording mode . 

STRIPING MODE. In triping mode, 
you can write data to two tape at 
once, in alternate blocks-doubling 
peed and capacity. In fact , you can 

back up 50 GB overnight this way. 

TRUE PLUG COMPATIBILlTY -· 
Alhant Convergent DECUmbus 
Alpha Micro DataGeneral Gould Encore 
Altos DEC SCSI HP 
Apollo DEC BI·Bus IBM AS;400 
Anx DEC DSSI IBM Mainframe 
AT&T DECHSC IBM RISCI6000 
Beslc·4 DECQ-Bus IBMRT 
Concurrent DEC TUfTA81 IBM SI38 

ICL 

MIRRORING MODE. In mirroring 
mode, you write the arne data to 
two tapes at the arne time. Thi i 
ideal for users who want to keep a 
backup off- ite, for extra ecuri ty, 
or for u er who need to exchange 
data wi th other ite . 

OFF·lINE COPY. An off-line copy 
function lets you copy the contents 
of one tape to another-without 
tying up the ho t. Off-line verify 
en ures that the tapes are identical. 

CASCADE MODE. In ca cade 
mode, data spills over to the econd 
tape when the first tape is full. 

Novell PICK Stratus 
Intergraph OS!2 Plexus Sun 
MaCintosh PS12 Pnme Texas 
McDonnell Parallel Port Pyramid Instruments 
Douglas PC 386flx Sequent Umsys 

Motorola PC MS· DOS Silicon Ulbmate 
NCR PC XenixJUmx GraphiCS Wang 
NeXT Pertee STC and more 

Rock Landing Corporate Center ' 11846 Rock Landing· Newport News, Virginia 23606 ' Fax (804)873-8836 

Circle 9 on reader service card. 
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FLEIIBIUTY IS ONLY HAlF THE STORY. 
Our data compre ion option i the 
fa te t available. And it' witch-
electable, 0 you can till read and 

write standard 8mm tape . Bright 
backlit tatu di play give you 
complete drive tatus information: 
recording mode, transfer rate, com
pre ion ratio ,tape remaining and 
more. 

Best of all, you get the advantages 
of 8mm helical scan technology
reliable, unattended operation and 
the best price-performance on the 
market. 

Plug compatible with virtually 
every computer ystem, the drives are 
fully backed by our l2-month war
ranty that include upport from our 
in-house engineering stafr. 

For information, call today at 
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Features of UX/RPM and A V 
SysScope for CPU activity. "Load av
eraging" is a method of summarizing 
system performance. It is defined as the 
average number of processes in the ker
nel's eligible queue over a given time. 
Load averages are shown over the pre
vious 1-, 5-, and 15-rninute intervals. By 
comparing averages over the three 
intervals, it is possible to note whether 
the load is climbing or falling. If the 5-
minute average is greater than the 15-
minute average, and the 1-minute av
erage is greater still, the load would 
generally be considered to be increas
ing. A falling average would usually 
mean that the load is decreasing . 
UX / RPM and A V SysScope both report 
the number of processors active as well 
as the ability to display %usr, %sys, and 
% idle by processor. 

Kernel table management (sar -v). 
The -v option reports kernel table usage 
by processes, inodes, files, and locks. 

Figure 3: The sar -v option 
58' Item UXIRPM Item SysScope Item 
proc·sz Processes Process Table Size 

The number of processes existing in the system 
divided by the maximum number of user processes 
that are allowed to exist at one time in the system. 
This number is a static kernel·configuration vari
able, NPROC. 

5 8 ' Item UXIRPM Item SysScope item 
inode-sz Inode Table Size Inode Table 

Size 
The number of inodes opened/cached, 

closed/cached table entries currently being used or 
allocated in the kernel. This number is dynamically 
allocated. 

58' Item UXIRPM Item SysScope Item 
file-sz File Table Size File Table Size 

The number of object pointers in use. This num
ber is roughly equivalent to the number of files in 
use, but also includes object pointers to such things 
as sockets, pipes, and local and nfs-mounted files. 

58' Item UXIRPM Item SysScope Item 
lock-sz Lock Table Size None 

The number of shared memory data segments 
in use. DGlUX does not report thiS value. 

Processor Queue Activity (sar -q). 
The -q option reports the average queue 
length while the queue is occupied, and 
the percentage of time the queue is 
occupied. 

Figure 4: The sar -q option 

58' Item UXIRPM Item SysScope Item 
runq-sz Bound Bound 

Runnable Runnable 
Processes Processes 

The number of bound runnable processes that 
are ready to run. This may include processes that 
are not eligible through no action of their own, but 
because the medium term scheduler (MTS) has 
made the process ineligible to reduce system load. 

FOCll s 

58' Item UXIRPM item SysScope Item 
%runocc none none 

The percentage of time the run queue is occu
pied. DGlUX always reports 100. 

sa, Item UXIRPM item SysScope item 
swpq-sz Unbound Unbound 

Runnable Runnable 
Processes Processes 

Processes that could run, but have no virtual 
processors to run on. 

58' item UXIRPM item SysScope item 
%swpocc none none 

The percentage of time the swap queue is occu
pied. DGlUX always reports 0 or 100 depending on 
whether the system is swapping or not. 

Guidelines for processor queue 
activity. When "Unbound Runnable 
Processes" is non-zero, the system is 
severely loaded and NPROC is set too 
low. Processes must be bound before 
they can run; therefore, bound process
es are able to run at lower cost than un
bound processes, which must first be 
bound to a virtual processor. The num
ber of bound processes is limited by the 
number of virtual processors, deter
mined by the static DG / UX configura
tion variable NVPS, or if it is not set, a 
combination of the configuration vari
able NPROC and the amount of system 
memory. 

Features of UX/RPM and A V 
SysScope for processor queue activity. 
Lists the number of processes bound to 
a virtual processor at the time of the 
sample. 

Memory activity (sar - r). The - r 
option reports the number of memory 
pages (in 4 K pages) and swap file disk 
blocks (in 512-byte blocks) that are cur
rently unused. 

Figure 5: The sar -r option 

58' Item UXIRPM item SysScope Item 
freemem Free Mem Free Memory 

(frms) Frames 
The number of free memory 4 K pages in the 

free memory pool, including pages in memory ob
jects that are not mapped by bound processes, and 
pages of non-open files. Freemem is dynamically 
determined by an algorithm in the DGlUX kernel. 
58' item UXIRPM item SysScope item 
freeswap Free Swap Reserved 

Anonymous 
Pages 

The number of free-disk, 512-byte disk blocks 
that have been reserved, but not necessarily ac
cessed. Applications reserve swap pages for their 
uninitialized or bss data sections, for head space 
when they call malloc or brk, and for stack frames. 

Guidelines for memory activity . 
Due to the current implementation of 
DG/ UX (5.4), it is nearly impOSSible to 
determine how much free memory is 
truly available. In DG/ UX (5.40), all the 
system's phYSical memory can be used 
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new system or improving sluggish 
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consider SCIP's memory value to 
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Ample main memory will 
increase the productivity and 
options of your users, and we 
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We design and manufac
ture value-priced memory for 
DG workstations and systems .. . . 

MV2500 
MV3200, 3500, 3600 

MV5500 & 5600 
MV7800 XP 

MV9300, 9500, 9600 
MV15000, MV18000 
MV20000 mod 1 &2 

AViiON Servers and 
Workstations 

Bottom line . .. 
./ a fraction of the cost 
./ 100% compatible 
./ lifetime warranty 
./ accepted by DG service 
./ trial evaluation 

. . . so give us or your dealer a 
call for value .. . 
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as an I/O buffer for user applications. 
Any system that has been running for a 
long time may have "used" all the 
physical memory for something. The 
freemem statistic is an attempt by 
DG/UX to estimate how much of the 
current memory can be used for some
thing else without paying too high of a 
cost (such as swapping out some code 
or data). 50, even if freemem drops very 

low (below 300, roughly), much of the 
memory could be easily be reused. For 
example, I/O buffers that were used, 
that have been flushed to disk, but have 
not been returned to the free memory 
pool are a very common source of 
memory. However, if one is seeing 
freeswap change often (especially down
ward), then you are definitely running 
out of memory. The solution is either to 
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add more physical memory to the sys
tem, or reduce the number of users 
allowed on the system at one time. In 
the case of some relational data base 
products, you should reduce the 
amount of shared memory buffers used 
by that product. 

Features of UX/RPM and A V 
SysScope for memory ac tivity. AV 
5ys5cope reports the number of pages 
of physical memory and on the swap 
device that may be used for virtual 
address space. This item is listed as 
Total Anonymous Pages in A V 5ys5-
cope. UX/RPM reports the total 
amount of physical memory configured 
in the system. This item is listed as 
"Physical Mem." in UX/RPM. 

Memory swapping and switching 
activity (sar -p). The -p option reports 
swapping and switching activity. 

Figure 6: The sar -p option 

sar Item UXIRPM Item SysScope Item 
vflVs Hard Faults Hard Page Faults 

ISec ISec 
The average number of page faults that resulted 

in physical 1/0 (valid page not in memory) per sec· 
ond. To satisfy a vflt, a physical disk read is neces
sary. 

sar Item UXIRPM Item SysScope Item 
pfltsls POW Faults Copy of Write 

ISec Page FaultslSec 
The average number of protection faults per 

second. Generally, this value indicated the rate of 
' Copy On Write" (COW) faults when a forked pro
cess touches an unshared page from the parent 
process. Protection fault rates normally increase as 
fork rates increase. 

sar Item UXIRPM Item SysScope Item 
pgfiVs Fill Faults Fill From Page 

ISec FaultslSec 
The average number of hard page faults satis

fied by a page in from the file system per second. 
This value includes those program text pages 
pulled from the program file on disk, and all 
mapped files, whether by exec or mmap. Generally, 
page fill fault rates above 10 per second should be 
Investigated as to their cause. If the number of 
page-fill faults is equal to or just less than the total 
number of virtual faults, excessive disk faulting of 
program page is likely. 

sar Item UXIRPM Item SysScope Item 
rclmls ReclaimslSec Frames Purged/Sec 

The average number of frames freed for use by 
the frame purger daemon per second. 

Guidelines for vfltls and relm/s. A 
high vflt /s value is an indication that 
DG/UX may be paging out process 
pages (program code and data). Interac
tive users may then notice long pauses 
in response time. If applications are 
accessing large files, the solution may 
be to decrease PERCENTBUF. This ker
nel parameter controls how much data 
are allowed to be cached up in memory. 

A high rclm/s value that is consis-
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tently in the low hundreds indicates the 
system is experiencing memory con
tention. When the frame-purger dae
mon has to start reclaiming hundreds of 
frames a second for an extended period, 
system performance will be poor. The 
system will start reducing the number 
of virtual processors it will allow to be 
bound. 

The solution is to either add more 
physical memory or reclaim memory 
from either shared memory application 
buffers or use less memory per ap
plication. By redesigning the applica
tions or reducing the number of users 
allowed on the system at one time. Pos
sible kernel parameters that may assist 
in decreasing these values are MAXB
UFAGE and PERCENTBUF (5 .4.2) . 
Decrease MAXBUFAGE from 60 to 30; 
this will cause more memory flushing 
of data but may increase overall perfor
mance. Decrease PERCENTBUF (5.4.2) 
from 100 percent to 50 percent or less. 
This will ensure executables remain in 
memory while flushing out more 
cached data files. Other kernel parame
ters that may need fine-tuning are 
MAXP AGEOUTs, MAXsLICE, and 
HOGFILEslZE. 

MAXP AGEOUTs is the maximum 
concurrent pageout I/O operations that 
the system can have pending at one 
time. For higher throughput, set MAX
P AGEOUTs to 3 times the number of 
disks your system has. MAX SLICE is 
the maximum time (in milliseconds) a 
user process can run before being sus
pended. My default MAXsLICE is set to 
500; however, most processes are sus
pended long before the 500 millisec
onds have passed, due to a resource 
wait. In some multi-user environments, 
reducing MAXsLICE to 250 can 
increase overall processing. 

However, in most cases the default 
is fine. HOGFILEslZE is the maximum 
number of bytes of physical memory 
that can be used by a given file before 
that file will be treated unfavorably for 
physical memory resource allocation. 
By default, HOGFILEsIZE is set to 1/4 
MB. In some multi-user environments, 
reducing HOGFILEsIZE can help to 
free memory to keep executables in 
memory. Swapping and Ppro 
switching activity (sar ow). The -w 
option reports swapping and switching 
activity. 

Focus 

Figure 7: The sar -woption 

sa, Item UXIRPM Item SysScope Item 
swpinls Process Process 

Binds/Sec Binds/Sec 
Rate at which the processes are being bound to 

virtual processors, usually caused by fork calls. 
Binding and unbindin9 incur overhead and, if they 
persist, result in impaired system efficiency. A 
process that has been unbound will be bound only 
when it is runnable. See "Fork System Calls/Sec 
and UnbindS/Sec: 

sa, Item UXIRPM item SysScope Item 
bswinls Frames Purged User Page Faults 

The average number of user page faults per 
second. 

sa, Item UXIRPM item SysScope item 
swpoVs Process Unbound 

Unbinds/Sec ProcesseS/Sec 
Number of processes that are not bound per 

second. 

sa, Item UXIRPM Item SysScope Item 
sbswoVs Bound Frames Bound Frames 

Purged Purged/Sec 
Number of purged pages that were mapped by 

bound processes. 

sa, item UXIRPM item SysScope Item 
pswch/s Process Process 

Switches/Sec Switches/Sec 
Number of times processes are switches onto a 

physical processor to run. 

Guidelines for swpinsls and sw
potls. High values for these sar items 
can indicate that user processes are 
issuing a high amount of system 
requests with little user code in 
between. In other words, they are not 
staying resident on a virtual processor 
due to their own behavior. The solution 
is to profile suspect applications, and 
modify and correct their design or 
reduce the kernel parameter MAXs
LICE. Normally, the swpin/s rate and 
the fork/s rate should be very close. If 
the swpin/s rate exceeds the fork rate, 
the number of virtual processors is 
being limited in some way. The solution 
may be to increase the kernel parame
ters NPROC or NVPS. 

Guidelines for bswotsls and sw
pot/so Purging bound pages is expen
sive because bound processes will likely 
run again soon and require access to 
purged pages, resulting in hard page 
faults . A persistent non-zero value of 
this item may indicate insufficient 
memory or that PERCENTBUF is set 
too high. The swpot/s sar item indicates 
the rate at which processes are being 
unbound from virtual processors, 
caused by process exits . Binding and 
unbinding incur system overhead and, 
if they persist, will result in lowered 
system efficiency. 

Guidelines for pswcltls. Unneces
COllti'lIIed 011 page 35 
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David Navy 

Gone fishin' 

It was busy weekend for our columnist-catching a new disk 
SYNOPSISI 

drive, decommissioning some venerable MVs, and wrestling 
with adapters and an uncooperative RAID 7 box. 

This weekend I decided to do some 
fishing. My home state of Minnesota is 
famous for its walleye, northern pike, 
and bass. For the more adventurous 
types there is the muskie. To catch a 
muskie it is said that one must be wiJI
ing to make on the average more than 
10,000 casts. But I was not on the trail of 
the usual famed fish of Minnesota this 
weekend. I was after a type of fish that 
had only rarely been seen in Minnesota 
before, and then only recently. I spent 
the weekend on the trail of the elusive 
Barracuda II. I'm happy to report that 
by the end of the weekend I had caught 
my limit of five. 

Okay, so it wasn' t a fish I was after, 
but instead a new disk drive. The Bar
racuda II is a new Seagate disk drive. It 
was designed and is manufactured in 
Minnesota . It is 2.1 GB in a 3.5-inch 
form factor, with an average seek time 
of less than 9 milli econds. It runs at 
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7200 RPM and can read and write data 
at 2 MB per second. All I remember was 
hearing the 1.0 GB 3.5-inch form factor 
drive was on the way and suddenly, the 
2.0 GB, 3.5-inch form factor drive 
appeared. 

The arrival of this drive portends 
the end of the 5.25-inch disk drive era. 
The 5.25-inch drive is simply too heavy 
and hogs too much space to remain 
competitive. 

There are two caveats when using 
the new Barracuda II . First, check the 
packaging before throwing it away. The 
Barracuda package with and without a 
drive weighs about the same. Second, 
although the Barracuda runs cooler than 
most 5.25-inch drives (-25 watts), it runs 
hotter than most 3.5-inch drives-IO 
watts idle and 15 watts in normal use. 

Be sure to have adequate ventila
tion when using this drive. The drive is 
currently on allocation, but it should be 
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Further 
adventures 
with DOS 
by David Novy 

Recently I detailed my pio
neering adventures with the 
new Microsoft DOS 6.0. Anyone 
who has read the trade literature 
lately will readily notice that I 
was not the only pioneer who 
suffered injury while trying to 
switch to the new operating sys
tem. I am running MS-DOS 5.0 
once again. 

The memory manager from 
DOS 6.0 was okay. However, I 
have since learned that for my 
normal work, DOS 5.0's 
"HIMEM.SYS" works just fine. 
And as far as disk compression 
goes, I think it isn't worth the 
potential grief. In addition, I 
have read that the first versions 
of Microsoft Windows NT will 
not support the DOS 6.0 disk
compression algorithm. 

Therefore, anyone wanting 
to upgrade to Windows NT 
from a DOS 6.0 system with 
compressed disks will have to 
ullcompress the DOS 6.0-com
pressed disks before Windows 
NT can be installed. 

Uncompressing a DOS 6.0-
compressed disk is a venture 
only for the patient and the 
strong of heart and mind. It is 
nat a simple process. I have con
tinued using the Norton Desk
top for Windows 2.2. It was 
written for MS-DOS 6.0, but on 
my system it works with DOS 
5.0. 

As long as you don't use the 
DOS 6.0 disk-compression or 
memory management al
gorithms, you shouldn't have 
any problems with it. I prefer 
using the Norton Desktop 
instead of the Windows "PROG
MAN" because the Norton pro
gram is more user-friendly. d 
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available in quantity very soon. Cost of 
the new Barracuda II drives hould be 
less than $2,600 each. 

Good-bye, old friend 
I retired my la t MV machine thi 

weekend . The decommissioning of the 
two remaining MV / 10000s marks the 
end of an era. Both machine had a ser
vice life in excess of 9 years. I doubt that 
few machine in use today will be able 
to make that claim. 

The MV /10000 was one of the 
finest machines that Data General ever 
produced . In more than 9 years of er
vice I never had a CPU board failure . 
Power glitches never seemed to bother 
it. But their continued existence could 
no longer be cost-justified, so now they 
belong to the ages. 

Disk controller troubles 
I tried connecting a Data General 

Model 7430 VME SCSI-2 adapter (VSA) 
to a Storage Computer RAID 7 box over 
the weekend . I was really looking for
ward to having high-speed disk access 
from the RAID 7 box to an A viion 6225. 
Unfortunately, the Model 7430 con
troller and the RAID 7 box appeared to 
have handshaking problems. (The 
ATTN line was not dropping when it 
should have.) 

This is unfortunate since the Stor
Comp RAID 7 box appears to run on 
just about anyone else's SCSI controller 
including the Data General SCSI-l con
troller. It was also quite puzzling since 
the DC VSA controller and the RAID 7 
box both use the NCR 53C710 I/O pro
cessor. 

If anyone has any ideas why this 
problem is occurring, please get in 
touch with me. In the meantime, if you 
want to connect the StorComp RAID 7 
box to a DG A viion, you will either 
have to use the DC SCSI-l controller or 
purchase a third-party controller, such 
as the new Ciprico new dual-channel 
fast SCSI-2 controller. 6. 

David Novy is a tee/111ical comp"ter spe
cialist at 3M in St. Palll, Minnesota. He is 
past chairman of the AOSjVS special in
teres t grollp , and cllrrent chairman of 
NADGUG's SIG/UX. 
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Brian johl1son 

Time 
problems 

SYNOPSIS 
BJ ponders time and how, despite 

the direst of warnings, the turn of the 
the millenium just a few years hence 
will break most of the computer sys-

tems in the world . But you can do 
something about it. 

I've been thinking about time a lot 
in the past few months, so I'm gonna let 
you in the results of my work. I first got 
interested in the subject of time about 
two years ago when I attempted to port 
the ANSI C functions in P.J. Plauger's 
book, The Standard C Librnn}, to DC C. It 
culminated about six months ago when 
I was hired to design a message-passing 
protocol for a local account's Emer
gency Services System. 

The EMS system involves a bunch 
of disparate systems connected by an 
existing TCP lIP network. The plan is to 
replace most of the voice-radio traffic 
associated with ambulance dispatching 
with direct computer-to-computer com
munication. So what's all this got to do 
with time and with the non-emergency 
systems that most of you are involved 
in? Well, if your systems are a) net
worked with other systems (whose 
aren't these days?), or b) involve time
stamped data, or c) experience prob
lems twice each year when local time 
changes to and from Daylight Savings 
Time, then there's something of interest 
to you here. 
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I'm gonna make a prediction : on 
December 31 t, 1999, mo t of the com
puter system on thi planet are gonna 
break. And they ' ll break again on 
December 31st, 2000, because you'll just 
apply chewing gum and paperclips to 
get through the first round of problems 
temporarily . After all, you'll have 12 
months to get the real fixes in, right? 

Here' s a test : Go check your 
VSGE dialogue file and see what the 
GMT offset is. O:OO? You and most other 
systems. With a little thought right now 
you could have six or seven years to get 
it right and party without interruption 
on New Year's Eve, 1999. 

:TIME:BASICS 
Volumes have been written on the 

quirky way that time has been handled 
in the past (see the references at the end 
of this column for a sample), but I'm 
going to simplify life considerably by 
restricting this discussion to the period 
after 1987 in orth America, with some 
appropriate asides to our cousins in 
Europe and the Southern Hemisphere 
about differences that they should keep 
in mind. 

First of all, we need to define some 
jargon. "Local time" refers to the time at 
your current location on the planet. 
"Calendar time" refers to the time on 
Planet Earth. "Time difference" is the 
absolute (i.e., positive) difference be
tween two local or two calendar times. 
"Time-of-day" is the time difference be
tween a local or calendar time and the 
previous local or calendar Midnight 
(e.g ., 15:30:14, by itself) . The word 
"time" used in any other context refers 
to a local time, a calendar time, or a 
time difference . Local time must 
include the date, the time-of-day, the 
location involved, and whether or not 
Daylight Savings Time is in effect. 

For example, as I write this it is 
11 :15 PDT, June 10th, 1993. Luckily for 
us, instead of specifying my actuallati
tude and longitude in San Francisco, 
CA, it's sufficient for me to just name 
the time zone tha t San Francisco is 
located in . That's because someone 
agreed a long time ago to break the 
planet up into time zones and treat all 
sites within a zone as the same location 
(except for the Soviets, who declared 
the entire country to be one time zone). 
And yes, Virginia, there are more than 
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24 time zones, and ome of them 
involve fractions of an hour. Calendar 
time also includes the date, time-of-day, 
and location. In this case the location is 
an exact location on the planet: a mark
er at the cute little observatory in 
Greenwich, England, situated on a pic
turesque hill near London with a spec
tacular view of The City, weather per
mitting. The time at Greenwich used to 
be called Greenwich Mean Time (GMT), 
but has since been renamed to Univer
sal Time-Coordinated (UTC). 

Calendar time has no notion of 
Daylight Savings Time, and therein lies 
its chief benefit; it inexorably increases 
with only occasional small bumps 
(more about that later). In North Ameri
ca since 1987, the agreed-upon rules for 
local Daylight Savings Time have been 
that it starts at 02:00 on the last Sunday 
in March and ends at 02:00 on the last 
Sunday in October. The memory aid for 
which way the time jumps on both Sun
days is, "Spring forward, Fall back." 

Because I've limited the discussion 
here to future times, we don't have to 
worry about how it worked prior to 
1987. Here's what the transition to and 
from DST would should look like if you 
were watching the AOSIVS time-of
day clock on my system in San Francis
co, and the transition occurred as it 
should: 

Starting Stopping UTe 
01 :59:58 01 :59:58 09:59:58 
01 :59:59 01 :59:59 09:59:59 
03:00:00 01 :00:00 10:00:00 
03:00:01 01 :00:01 10:00:01 

There are two interesting things to note 
here: local times-of-day between 02:00 
and 02:59 :59 on the last Sunday in 
March are impOSSible, and local times
of-day between 01 :00:00 and 01 :59:59 on 
the last Sunday in October are ambigu
ous. 

:TIME:PROBLEMS 
Because time and time arithmetic 

are so complicated , most computer 
manufacturers and software suppliers 
have messed them up badly. DG is no 
exception, but they're in good compa
ny; Microsoft blew it on MS-DOS and 
their C librari , and even the 
renowned P.J. Plauger got it wrong in 
the source code provid d with hi book, 
The Standard C Li/lIwy. Only the de ign-
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Figure 1: DSTMON.CLI 

COMMENT Need to re-assemble and link DSTMON? 
[!EQUAL, [!PATHNAME DSTMON.PR),) 
COMMENT Yep . 
XEQ MASM DSTMON 
XEQ LINK DSTMON 

I !END) 

[!EQUAL , [!PATHNAME DSTMON.PR) , ) 
WRITE ERROR: DSTMON could not be built. 

[! ELSE) 

' * Send a message to Daddy. *' 
void send(char *msgp , int t) ( 

char buf(256) ; 
int bufl.ier; 

sprintf (buf , 
• (DSTMON) %s on %d'%02d at %02d:%02d:%02d\n " , 
msgp, 
t , 100000000, 

COMMENT Fire that mutha up. 
PROCESS'NAME-DSTMON'PRIORITY=2'RESIDENT DSTMON 
PAUSE 3.000 

(t , 1000000) % 100, 
(t , 10000) , 100, 
(t , 100) % 100, 
t % 100); 

bufl = str1en (buf); 
[ !END) 

Figure 2 - DSTMON.C 

•• ** ••••• *** •• *** • • •••••••••••• ** ••••••••• , 
1* DSTMON - Daylight Savings Time MONitor * 1 
, ••• • ****.***.*****. * **** ••••• **.** •• *** ••• , 

'include <stdio.h> 
' include <stdlib.h> 
'include <string.h> 

'include ·sys_dadid.h· 
'include ·sys_send.h· 
'include ·sys_time.h· 
'include ·sys_wdelay.h· 

P_GTIME gtime-pkt; '* ?GTIME packet *' 
int dads-pid;' * Just what it says *' 
int dst_on; ' * DST on time as MMDD020000 *' 
int dst_off;' * DST off time as MMDD020000 *' 
int local; , ' Local time as MM DDHHMMSS *' 

At CDS, we don't 
just talk UNIX, 
We KNOW UNIX! 
We're one of Data General's 
leading UNIX Distributors of 
both AViiON and CLARiiON. 
Here's Why: 

• 

• 

• 

10 Year History with UNIX 
products & education 

Authorized USL, Univel & Novell 
Education Center 

UNIX Consulting & Serivces 

Education Centers: 
Boston, MA; Westboro, MA 

& Stamford, CT 

(gsJ 
The Solutions Dlstrlbutor 

(f/k/a VITRONO<) 
800·366·1145 Ext. 443 

(508) 366·1144 
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if (ier - sys_send(dads-pid,buf,bufl» exit(ier ); 

' * Wait a while . *' 
void wait(double sees) ( 

int ier,ms; 

ms • sees * 1000 ; 
if (ier • sys_wdelay(ms» exit(ier); 

' * Get local time as MMDDHHMMSS . *' 
void get_local(void) ( 

inc ier ; 

gtime-pkt.time-pkt-pkt_id • STIME_PKT_PKTID; 
gtime-pkt.time-pkt_func = STIME_PKT_LOCAL ; 
if (ier • sys_gtime(&gtime-pkt» exit(ier); 
local = gtime-pkt.time-pkt~on th; 
local. local * 100 + gtime-pkt.time_pkt_day; 
local. local * 100 + gtime-pkt.time-pkt_hour ; 
local. local * 100 + gtime-pkt.time-pkt~inute; 

local - local * 100 + gtime-pkt.time-pkt_second; 
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ers of Unix seem to have gotten it most
ly right. What else would you expect 
from a bunch of PhDs at a facility that 
was essentially a physics laboratory? 
These guys were already accustomed to 
using precision clocks based on GMT 
for timing experiments. Our needs as 
programmers and users are much sim
pler. We need to know what the current 
local time is, if time t1 is earlier or later 
than time t2, and by how much. Even 
with these modest requirements, we've 
got a couple of problems. Let's take a 
look at them and some possible solu
tions. 

:TIME:PROBLEMS:l 
What do you do to change your 

AOS/VS time-of-day clock on the last 
Sundays in March and October? If 
you're like most people you change it 
on Monday morning when you arrive 
at work. I used to do that too. And until 
just a few years ago the last Sunday in 
October presented a sticky problem; 
you had to reboot in order to change 
the local time backward, otherwise 
EXEC would crash with an arithmetic 
fault when computing an elapsed time 
difference. 

DG finally fixed that a few revs 
ago, but now instead of a crash you just 
get an absurd elapsed time logged to 
:SYSLOG for all processes whose life
time spanned the change and was less 
than the time difference involved in the 
change. Duh. A fancier solution is to 
queue up a batch job with / AFTER to 
handle the chore at 02:00, or as close to 
it as possible. Tacky, but it pretty much 
works. The ideal solution would be for 
DC to handle the chore inside the oper
ating system with a little assistance 
from the VSGEN'er who would supply 
the rules for when DST starts and stops. 

Since that last solution is out of our 
hands, we'll have to go with the tacky 
batch job, or at least something reason
ably similar. It sounds pretty simple, 
but as usual, just as with coding a bina
ry search program from memory, doing 
it right the first time is filled with pit
falls. Speaking of coding a binary 
search from memory, that's a great bar 
bet in any bar in Silicon Valley. Just 
keep a copy of Knuth in the trunk of 
your car to settle the inevitable dis
putes. The most obvious problem with 
the batch job scheme is that a batch job 
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queued up to run at 01:59:59 will not 
actually run until sometime after 
01 :59:59, either because the batch 
streams were already running other 
jobs and this job had to wait its turn, or 
because it takes a few seconds for the 
batch job to "log on" before it gets 
around to executing the first step of the 
job. Clearly, we've gotta use a program 
that starts a bit earlier and then keeps a 
sharp eye on the clock so it can perform 
the switch precisely during the one-sec
ond interval between 01 :59 :59 and 
02:00:00. The solution I use is to PROC 
up a program under PID 2 that does ex
actly that and then it terminates. 

A less obvious problem is which of 
the myriad system caUs should be used. 
You've got five to pick from : 
?GDA Y /?GTOD, ?ITIME, and 
?GTIME/?NTIME. 

?GDA Y /?GTOD are calls left over 
from the days of RDOS, and have the 
problem that by the time you do the 
?GTOD call the date you got from the 
?GDA Y call may have changed. ?ITlME 
gets around that problem, but it's a 
read-only call. ?GTIME/?NTIME get 
around both of these problems by re
turning or setting the date, time-of-day, 
and UTC offset all in a single atomic 
call. Now for the really obscure prob
lem: AOS/VS actually keeps track of 
time-of-day using local time, so chang
ing the local time-of-day will screw up 
any programs that use UTC instead of 
local time. As a result, when changing 
the time-of-day clock we also need to 
adjust the UTC offset in the opposite 
direction at the same time. For example, 
here in San Francisco I've VSGEN'ed 
my system with a UTC offset of -8:00 
per the DG documentation. But when 
DST is in effect, my actual UTC offset is 
-7:00. 

Because this program has to catch 
the operating system during that critical 
second between 01 :59:59 and 02:00:00, it 
needs to be running continuously. The 
design I use involves using a program 
that you PROC up under PID 2 in the 
system UP macro to do the job. It just 
checks each second to see if it's time to 
start or stop OST. After DST ends, it re
computes the dates for the following 
year and patiently waits for them. This 
means that theoretically you don't even 
have to reboot your system at least once 
a year. 
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Figllre 2 con til/lied from page 18. 

/ ' Return the date of the last Sunday for a given ' / 
/ ' month and year as MMDD020000 . ' / 
int last_sun(int d. int m. int y ) { 

int dgsun,ier; 

if (ier • sys_ fday{d,m,y-1900 , &dgsun)) exit(ier) ; 
dgsun -. dgsun , 7; 
if (ier = sys_cday (dgsun , &d,&m.&y )) ex i t(ier) ; 
return (m ' 100000000 + d ' 1000000 + 20000); 

/ ' Determine DST start/stop . ' / 
void init_dst(int year) ( 

dst_on • last_sun(31, 3.year) ; 
send("DST starts" , dst_on); 
dst_off • last_sun(31 , 10,year) ; 
send( "DST ends " ,dst_off); 

/ ' The business end of this thing. , / 
main(int argc, char ' argv()) ( 

int dt , ier ; 

/ ' Get Daddy ' s PlD. ' / 
if (ier = sys_dadid(-I , &dads-pid)) exit(ier); 

/ , Get the program start time . ' / 
get_local(); 

/ ' Determine DST on/off times . ' / 
init_dst(gtime-pkt . time-pkt-year) ; 

/ ' Check for impossible time . ' / 
dt = local - dst_on; 
if (dt >= 0 && dt < 10000) ( 

send( "lmpossible time ". local) ; 
exit(EXlT_FAlLURE); 

/ ' Check for ambiguous time . ' / 
dt = dst_off - local ; 
if (dt >= 0 && dt < 10000) ( 

send( "Ambiguous time " .local); 
exit(EXlT_FAlLURE); 

Need to adjust UTC offset for DST? 
if (local >= dst_on && local < dst_off) 

gtime-pkt.time-pkt-pkt_id • $TlME_PKT_PKTlD ; 
gtime-pkt . time-pkt_func = $TlME_PKT_LOCAL ; 
gtime-pkt . time-pkt_zone_hour++ ; 

/ ' if (ier = sys_ntime(&gtime-pkt)) exit(ier) ; ' / 
send("UTC offset adjusted ". local) ; 
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, Endless loop . ' / 
for (; ; ) ( 

get_local() ; 

if (local == 101000000) ( 
send( "New Year detected". local) ; 
init_dst(gtime-pkt . time-pkt-year); 

else if (dscon - local .a 4041) ( 
gtime-pkt . time-pkt-pkt_id • $TlME_PKT_PKTlD; 
gtime-pkt.time-pkt_func = $TlME_PKT_LOCAL; 
gtime-pkt.time-pkt_hour = 3 ; 
gtime-pkt . time-pkt-",inute • 0 ; 
gtime-pkt . time-pkt_second = 0; 
gtime-pkt . time-pkt_zone_hour++ ; 
if (ier = sys_ntime(&gtime-pkt)) exit(ier); 
send( "DST started", local) ; 

else if (dst_off - local == 4041) ( 
gtime-pkt . time-pkt-pkt_id = $TlME_PKT_PKTlD; 
gtime-pkt . time-pkt_func = $TlME_PKT_LOCAL ; 
gtime-pkt . time-pkt_hour = 1 ; 
gtime-pkt . time-pkt-",inute = 0; 
gtime-pkt . time-pkt_second • 0 ; 
gtime-pkt . time-pkt_zone_hour- ; 
if (ier • sys_ntime(&gtime-pkt)) exit(ier) ; 
send( "DST ended" ,local); 
/ ' Recompute DST on/off for next year . ' / 
init_dst(gtime-pkt . time-pkt-year+1) ; 

wait(O . S) ; 
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Restrictions? Only one: you can't 
run your ystem UP macro if it will end 
up executing DSTMON during the two 
hours each year when the AOS /VS 
time-of-day clock has been set to a time 
that is either impossible or ambiguous. 
Gee, I think you can probably live with 
that, eh? 

:TIME:PROBLEMS:2 
The second problem we have to 

deal with has to do with rebooting the 
system. There are two kinds of MVs: 
with and without battery-operated 
hardware clocks. Those without ask the 
OPerator for the date and time-of-day 
during the boot sequence. Those with 
simply set the date and time-of-day 
without human intervention. 

Unfortunately, the AOS/VS guys 
chose to store local time in the battery
powered clock instead of UTC, 0 after 
a reboot when DST is in effect the local 
time will be correct, but UTC will be off 
by an hour (except for you guys in Asia 
with the half-hour time zones). What to 
do? Clearly another little program is 
called for. 

This program needs to check to see 
if DST is in effect, and if it is, then it 
needs to adjust the UTC offset accord
ingly. Pretty simple, eh? And because 
this program has a lot in common with 
DSTMO (including the restrictions), 
and it also needs to be in the UP macro, 
it makes sense just to combine the two 
programs into a single program. 

The source for DSTMO .CLI and 
DSTMO .C is shown in Figures 1 and 
2. I'm using C here because it's smaller 
and easier to read, but the real version 
of the program is in assembly language. 
The entire package, including both the 
C and the Assembly sources and the 
ready-to-run .PR file for the Assembly 
version, is available on the :SYSMGR 
BBS as item SMLOGS:SML9308X. 

ote that DSTMO .CLI macro 
PROCs the program up as a resident 
program at a high priority. This ensures 
that DSTMO won't be preempted 
from seeing the critical second during 
which the change has to be made. By 
design, DSTMO 's overhead is kept to 
a mininlum so that the impact is negli
gible; a tiny working set size and less 
than 0.1 percent of the CPU time on my 
MV /4000, and correspondingly less on 
fa ter MVs. 

FoClls 

SYSTEM MANAGER'S lOG 

:TIME:PROBLEMS:3 
For those of you who depend on 

computing rates (e.g., transac
tions/second) or elapsed times (e.g., 
ambulance response time) based on 
logs of time-stamped data, then using 
local time is out of the question because 
of the problems I mentioned earlier 
with discontinuities and ambiguities. 
One possible solution is to use UTC any 

time you need a time stamp. UTC is 
practically continuous and always 
unambiguous. I had to say "practically" 
because UTC does jump occasionally. 
Luckily the jumps are always only one 
second) and involve adding or subtract
ing a second at midnight on June 30th 
and/or December 31st. The adjust
ments are made in order to ensure that 
UTC is never off from Mean Solar Time 

7209 C HAGRIN R OAD 

C HAGRIN FALLS, O HIO 44023 

DATA GENERAL 
COMPUTER HARDWARE SPECIALISTS 

THOUSANDS OF ITEMS IN STOCK! 

AVIION BUY CPU 
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In addition to Data General hardware check out our 
selection of after market and O.E.M. products from 
3-Com, Kyocera, Micom, Data Products, SCIP, Best, 
Wyse, Genicom, Codex and many more!! 

(216) 247-2650 
Fax (216) 247-2604 

.. Let us handle all of your Data General needs, from terminal cables 
through your next major upgrade-at competitive prices! 

.. Call today for up-to-date pricing! 
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NOW AVAILABLE-ICHOST MS-DOS 
NETWORK VERSION 

NO EXTRA CHARGE--CALL FOR DETAILS 

D© HOSTTM 
TOTAL ICOBOL SOLUTION 

Recognize these names? 
You should! 
They represent the state of 
the art in computing today_ ! 

Combine ICHOSl'M with 
one of these big names and 
get the best 
ICOBOL runtime and 
development system money 
can buy! 

If you are developing and 
running ICOBOL applications 
with anything 
but ICHOSl'M , or you want 
to know more about the ~ 

advantages of running 
ICOBOL with ICHOSl'M 
give us a call. Dealer 
discounts available_ 

Make ICHOSl'M your 
.... 

... total ICOBOL solution 

Gerry Manning & Associates 
3311 Candelaria Road 
Albuquerque, NM 87107 ~-) Phone: (505) 888-5011 
Fax: (505) 883-7708 

I 

Our U.K.!Europe Distributor: c 

Broadnet Ltd., Falcon House 
North Feltham Trading Estate 
Feltham, Middlesex, TW14 QUa 
Phone: 081 8931515 
FAX: 081 8932183 
Contact: Roland Eckert 

j 

OGCOBOL Compiler 
AS LOW AS $595.00! 

Compile ICOBOL in 
DOS & UNIX environments 

Enhanced error documentation 
& compile times 

Circle 1 7 on reader service card. 

by more than 0.9 seconds. 
One problem with doing every

thing using UTC is that our humans 
could care less what time it is on the 
hilltop in England, so we need to have a 
way to convert UTC to local time for 
the benefit of the humans. I'm gonna 
talk about that next month, and show 
you the program that I use on our MVs 
to dial the U.S. National Institute of 
Standards each night at midnight to 
(re)set our clocks to UTC in such a way 
that the AOS/VS copy of UTC always 
advances, even when the MV time-of
day clock gains time and has to be 
adjusted backward, or when NIST sub
tracts a second from UTC You've got a 
month to guess how I accomplish that 
feat. 

While you're waiting for that, 
when's the last time you checked the 
battery on your MV clock? !l 

:REFERENCES 
The 1989 Information Please Almanac, pp. 549-

550. 
Astronomical Formulae for Calculators, by Jean 

Meeus, 1982, Willmann-Bell, Inc. 
Calendrical Calculations, by Edward M. Reingold 

and Nachum Dershowitz, 1989, University of 
Illinois at Champaign-Urbana. 

The Discoverers, by Daniel J. Boorstin, 1983; 
Chapter 1, for an excellent historical dis
cussion on calendars. 

Practical Astronomy With Your Calculator, by Peter 
DuHett-Smith, 3rd ed., 1988, Cambridge Uni
versity Press. 

Scientific American, May 1982, pp. 150-151, "The 
Gregorian Calendar," by Gordon Meyer. 

Scientific American, July 1993, p. 56H, "Accurate 
Measurement of Time," by Wayne M. llano 
and Norman F. Ramsey. See the box on 
page 65 for a brief synopsis of the relation
ship between International Atomic Time (TAl) 
and UTC. 

The Standard C Library, by P.J. Plauger, 1992, 
Prentice-Hall, p. 111 and Chapter 15. 

Copyright © 1993 BI Inc . All rights re
served. BJ is president of B.f. Inc., a San 
Francisco-based consllltancy specializing in 
system auditing, system management, and 
performance analysis. :SYSMGR is a divi
sion of B.f. Inc . BJ can be reached at 109 
Minna St ., Suite 215, San Francisco, CA 
94105, 415/550-1444 (voice) or 415/550-
1072 (fax) . The :SYSMGR BlIlIetin Board 
Service number is 415/391-6531 
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605X, B/N/V or 415/550-1454 (voice). 
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ANNUAL CONFERENCE AND EXPOSITION NADGUG's Conference and 
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I-WINDOWS ___________________ _ 

A bit more comfortable 

SYNOPSIS I In the wonderful world of X-
Windows you have the power 

to customize your operating 
environment. 

by Joe Cannata 
Special to Focus 

New users to the X-Windows 
world often do not understand the 
flexibility of the Motif Window Manag
er (mwm) . The OSF/Motif product is 
made up of four parts: 

1) a user-interface guideline; 
2) a "C" API to a standard library of 
routines for building applications that 
conform to the guidelines; 
3) the window manager mwm; and 
4) a language, UIL, designed to ease 
user-interface development. 

Therefore, mwm will run an appli
cation built with any X-Windows API, 
and in general an application built 
using the Motif toolkit will run under 
any window manager, providing the 
client is ICCCM-compliant. The mwm 
program (Motif Window Manager) is 
found in the directory" / usr / opt/ 
Xl1 /bin" . It is one of many different 
window managers available. The mwm 
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provides features in the frame of the 
window that make it attractive . It 
allows resizing and moving of the win
dow, and also generates the three
dimensional beveled look. 

One of the tools available to the 
mwm user is the root menu. This is a 

way of controlling what happens on 
your display, by simply clicking on the 
appropriate pop-up choice feature of the 
root menu. To get the root menu to ap
pear, all that needs doing is to left-click 
anywhere outside of a client window, 
on the background area called the root 

Figure 1: Part of the corresponding .mwmrc file that created the root menu 
shown in Figure 2 (page 27) 

Manu RootMenu 
{ 
@/usrlinciudeIX11Ibitmapslxlog032 
"NewXterm" 
no-label 
"Desktop Tools" 
' XClients" 
"User Preferences" 
no-label 
"Remote Logins" 
"Remote XAccess" 
no-label 
"Refresh" 
"Restart Mwm" 
' StopMwm" 
} 

# Menu to start Desktop tools 
Menu Tools 

"FrameMaker3.1 " 
"Oval Clock" 
' X Clock" 
' Xcalc" 
} 

# Menu 10 allow remote host access to X Display 
Menu XAccess 
{ 
"Access to X Display" 
"Allow all hosts" 
"Allow no hosts" 
} 

!.title 
f.exec ' xlerm &" 
f.separator 
f.menu Tools 
f.menu XClients 
f.menu Preferences 
f.separator 
f.menu Logins 
f.menu XAccess 
f.separator 
f.refresh 
f.restart 
f.quit_mwm 

1"/usr/opVframelbinlmaker -red -fg white 0" 

!"oclock -fg bisque -bg peru &" 
!"xclock -bg green -fg yellow -chime&" 
!"xcalc&" 

f.title 
!"xhost +" 
!"xhost -" 
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X-WINDOWS --------------------

window. Holding down the left button 
is required, otherwise the menu disap
pears. The standard root menu is con
trolled or configured by a file called 
II /usr/lib/Xll/system.mwmrc". Mak
ing a copy of this file and moving it into 
your home directory, calling it 
".mwrnrc", allows you to customize the 
root menu. Most new users, however, 
will receive their ".mwmrc" file at the 

time of account creation . The 
II / etc/ skel/ .mwrnrc" file will be placed 
in their home directory automatically 
when the system administrator builds 
their account. This file contains com
ments that are more helpful for 
customizing. 

Figure 2 (page 27) shows a sample 
root menu. Figure 1 shows part of the 
corresponding .mwmrc file that created 

r-------------------, • • • • 

VS/COBOL 
Applications to UNIX 

In a Single Bound. 
.... 

~ unning VS/COBOL applications under UNIX is a problem. 
~ And losing your investment in those applications seems 
unavoidable. Until now. 
Wild Hare now gives you a way to migrate your VS/COBOL and 
INFOS applications to open systems in a single hop. You benefit 
from UNIX and other industry standards while saving time, money 
and effort. 
Let us migrate your code and data to open systems. Your applications 
will use industry standards such as UNIX, DOS, and networks, and 
run on virtually any platform. 
It's a simple leap to open systems. It protects your investment. And 
we can do it in a fraction of the time, for a fraction of the cost. So 
give us a call. 

Vs/COBOL applications to UNIX. 
Yet another great reason to run with 
the Hare. 
Call Wild Hare at 303-442-0324-
for more information. 

2820 Wilderness Place Boulder, CO 8030 I USA Tel: 303-442-0324 Fax: 303-440-7916 

L. ,,1IadeInaIb "'" reglStIftd tOldemarb ... the PfOIIOI1Y of theor """""' ........ Copyrvht C t992Wi1d Halt Computer Sys1!mS, Inc." ngIt1s I'lI$OMd. .J ------------------Circle 41 on reader service card. 
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the root menu shown in Figure 2. The 
format of the .mwmrc file is simple. You 
define first the look of the root menu, 
then proceed to declare any other 
menus or operations. As long as you 
follow the rules of syntax, your creativi
ty can take over. 

The first line of the .mwmrc file con
tains the keywords, "Menu RootMenu", 
followed by a left "(" on the second 
line. This is where the menu you see in 
Figure 2 takes shape. The ensuing lines 
define the choices displayed. The line 
that begins with the "@" followed by 
the bitmap pathname, provides you the 
opportunity to select a bitmap pattern 
to appear at the top of your root menu. 
The pattern, "xlog032" is a 32-point (72 
pt = 1 inch, approximately) bitmap of 
the X-Windows logo, as seen in Figure 
2. You could draw your own bitmap 
with the bitmap client and use that 
instead, or choose one from the stan
dard X bitmaps found in the directory 
listed after the "@" sign. The second 
part of that line contains an entry 
"f. title" . That is an mwm function, one 
of many. 

These functions make up the mwm 
behavior in the root menu. "f. title" is 
used to define the menu title, and then 
creates a double divider line (in 
OSF /Motif 1.2 currently, in later re
leases a triple line) to separate it from 
the rest of the menu items. The remain
ing portion of root menu description is 
a list of all of the other choices, such as 
"Desktop Tools," and "Stop Mwm". 
Looking at Figure 2, any choice with an 
arrow on the right means that there will 
be a secondary or cascading menu to 
follow. Looking back at Figure I, you 
see the function "f.menu" on the 
corresponding lines, followed by a sub
menu name. This means that elsewhere 
in the .mwmrc file, a separate menu 
entry must be made with the specific 
operations defined for that submenu. 
The line, "Menu Tools," is an example 
of that. The line above "Menu Tools," 
that starts with a "#" is a comment. 
These comment lines can appear any
where and should be used for read
ability. 

Any of the entries that contain the 
function "f.exec", perform an operation 
directly. The first one for instance, fires 
up an xterm. If you wanted the 12x24 
font in that xterm, "xterm -fn 12x24&" 
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-------------------_ X-WINDOWS 

would be the contents after the f.exec. In 
other words, after the [.exec is a stan
dard command line to invoke an X 
client. The only requirement is that the 
command is surrounded by double 
quotes. The "no-label" line has a func
tion called "f.separator". That causes a 
single line to be drawn across the root 
menu for emphasis or separation. 

Figure 2: A sample root menu When you click on this entry in the root 
menu, usually the last one on the list, a 
confirmation box appears, asking you if 
you want to "QUIT Mwm". You either 
click on "OK" or "Cancel". The remain
ing pieces of the .mwmrc file are self
explanatory. 

When you are in a submenu, such 
as "Tools" in this example, the only 
function you need to invoke a client is 
the "!" character. This is just another 
name for the "f.exec" function . As you 
see in the code in Figure I, to start the 
oclock client, the "!" function is fol
lowed by the "oclock ... " options. 

The entry, "Stop Mwm", is a quick 
way via the root menu to end your ses
sion. If you logged on via xdm, more 
than likely you were exec'd into the 
mwm program. Therefore, stopping 
mwm will end all windows processes 
and return you back to the xdm login 
screen. The mwm function 
"f.quit_mwm" will accomplish this . 

If you want a menu to appear in 
the root window, other than the root 
menu, it is possible. To perform this 
task, it is necessary to identify the menu 
you want displayed by the name you 
declared for it in the .mwmrc file. Then, 
add this line: 

<Btn2Down> root f.menu Tools 

under the section, "Buttons DefaultBut
tonBinding", in your .mwmrc file. Now 
restart mwm and you will have the 
"Tools" menu available to you each 
time you middle-click in the root win
dow. 

The default colors of the root menu 
in OSF /Motif 1.2 are black letters on 
light steel-blue. If you want to change 

AOSNS to NETWARE INTEGRATION 

Focus 

.n NElWARE II -. = ENVIRONMENT InllEElI ~ 

ECLIPSE SERVE\~ PC UNIX VAA VMS 

AOSNS 
MAC 
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C&C brings AOSNS into Open Systems networking by providing NFS and TCP/IP networking 
solutions for AOSNS systems. You get network terminal access, file transfer, fi le sharing, backup, 
printing, electronic mail, and much more. This high performance, cost-effective software will allow 
you to utilize industry standard protocols. 

This Open Systems networking architecture also provides integration from AOSNS to other 
systems such as DEC, UNIX, HP, IBM, and many others. 
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INDUSTRY STANDARD NETWORKING SOLUTIONS 

203 SOUTHWEST CUTOFF 
NORTHBORO, MA 01532 
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X-WINDOWS ___________________ _ 

those colors, place these two resources 
into the "Mwm" file in your app
defaults directory: 
Mwm*menu*foreground: color1 
Mwm*menu*background: color2 

This will allow you to choose any two 
colors you want to see. If you want any 
cascading menus to appear in different 
colors than the default or custom 
scheme you just set, it is possible by set
ting some other resources in your 
"Mwm" file . The format is almost the 
same: 

Mwm*menu"Tools"foreground: color1 
Mwm * menu *T 0015 "foreground: color2 

In this case, you are adding a class of 
the name of the menu you declared, 
"Tools". All you need to do at this point 
is restart mwm. 

It is important that you should cre
ate a variable called XUSERFILE
SEARCHPATH and set it to : 
$HOME/app-defallits/%N, where %N is 

DATA GENERAL 
COMPUTERS & PERIPHERALS 

MONTHLY SPECIALS 
MV7800XP COMPLETE ............. $2,900 

6300 TAPE SIS ................................ 1,400 

4596 BAND PRINTER. .................... 2,900 

6621 SUBSYSTEM .......................... 6,700 

6239 SUBSYSTEM .......................... 1,150 

6435 TAPE CONTROLLER .......... 1,900 

D216 WIKEYBOARD ......................... 159 
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Suite E. Atlanta GA 30071 

R 8£ D COMPUTERS 
INC. 
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translated by the system into the class 
(Mwm) in this case. This variable will 
indicate where your individual ap
plication re ource files are found, the 
recommended way of setting defaults. 

With a little work and creativity, 
you can set your root menu to make 
many of your normal operations avail
able with the click of the mouse. For 
further in-depth information, consult 
the O'Reilly series book, X-Window Sys
tem User's Guide OSF/Motif 1.2 Edition . 
DC part number 069-100229-03 for the 
latest on XllRS and OSF/Motif 1.2. 
This newest revision of the book has 
been enhanced significantly, and is well 
worth ordering through TIPS. 

Another good source is the Unix 
Desktop Guide to X/Motif, from Prentice
Hall. Of course, don't forget the obvi
ous, the man pages on mwm, X, xrdb, 
and the clients. 

Here is one piece of miscellaneous 
information that may benefit some left
ies. It is possible to reverse the mouse 
buttons, so that the right button would 

When is a LAN 
not Hardware? 

" MV i u ed a a DOS drive. 
" Provide true Virtual Storage -

not partitioned. e VS file 
directly. 

" Tran parent to application 
program and DOS command . 

" Random acce to file . 
• SUppOl1 printer and peripheral 

haring. 
• Switch between terminal 

AOS(VS and DOS mode. 
• Terminal Emulation included. 

When it's 
D:drive 

DEMO ONL Y $49 

IIII DIGITAL 
IIII DYNAMICS fNC 

3055 Plymouth Road, Ann Arbor, MI 48105 
1(313) 995-2400 FAX (313) 995-3232 , 

Circle 15 on reader service card. 

replace what the left button did, and so 
on . Use the xmodmap program, and 
issue this command line: 
xmodmap -e 'pointer = 3 2 l' 

To reset it, either reverse the "32 }" or 
use "pointer = default" after the "-e" 
option. 

With all of this information, you 
should now be able to make your oper
ating environment in X-Windows a bit 
more comfortable and user-friendly. If 
you'd like to learn more about X and 
Motif, you might also try one of the 
Data General Ed Services CST courses 
on X-Windows programming, or the 
video course on OSF /Motif. tl 

Joe Cannata is a systems training specialist, 
Educational Services, with Data General 
Corporation. He may be reached at the 
Atlanta Edllcation Center, 4170 Ashford 
Dunwoody Rd. , SlIite 300, Atlanta, GA 
30319; 404/705-2562. 

:WFFCA 
World's Fastest 
File Compressor 
& Archiver. 
WFFCA compresses hies and archiVes them 
faster and WIth less Impact on other users than 
any other Similar uhhty available on DG SiS' 
tems Dramahcally reduce dISk storage used 
by mlrequently accessed hies maintained lor 
hiSloncal purposes A typical SYSLOG hie 
compresses better than 7 to 1 
WFFCA has the ability to handle archiVes In 
the popular PC ARC'"lormat Slgmhcantly 
reduCing hie transfer lime 
Initial AOSNS and AOSNS n License: $499 
10 Day Trial Copy: FREE! 
Mt:J.a~_d!!<DE:Jco:x:-

A OIvwon of B I Inc 

- :SY.GB 
Software tor System Managers 

IW Mmna SI., Swle 215 
San francisco. CA 94105 
(4151 ~1454 fAX (415)~ltm 
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Totally RADical ICobol 

SYNOPSISI 
Object-based technolog is 

the simplest method of adding PC-~ke 
features to ICobol applications. 

by Vibeke H. Arentz 
Special to Focus 

If Batman lived in Westboro, the Riddler 
might ask: 

What runs swiftly but has no feet; fixes 
problems, but uses no tools; has windows, 
but cannot see outside; leaps from one appli
cation to another, but cannot jump; has more 
keys than a piano, but plays no chord?' 

Software applications have come a 
long way in the past 20 years, in ap
pearance and functionality . But many 

minicomputer applications still look as 
if they were developed in the 1970s and 
haven't changed since. 

With the growing popularity of 
PCs and success of Microsoft Windows, 
users expect software packages to have 
that PC "look and feel." They also ex
pect software applications to be ex
tremely user-friendly, and that PC-like 
tools will make applications easy to uti
lize. As a result, minicomputer software 
developers must find ways to build fea
tures such as windows, menus, and hot 
keys into their traditional applications 
to remain competitive. Value-added re
sellers (V ARs) find that even if their 
software provides more functionality 
than that of the competition, the 

competition enjoys a sales advantage if 
its software offers PC-like features. 

But adding these new features in 
minicomputer applications is no small 
task. It can take hundreds of man-hours 
to add the fewest, simplest windows or 
menus to Cobol applications, because 
every aspect of new features must be 
programmed directly into the applica
tion's code. This adds significant costs 
to applications and delays their mar
ketability. An alternative might be to 
leave the applications alone. But with 
increasing competition in the software 
market, the status quo leaves a door 
open for users to defect from stodgy 
minicomputer systems to glitzy PC 
applications. PC hardware often costs 
less, and applications usually look bet
ter on PCs than on minicomputers, 
making PCs appear to be a good alter
native even when PC network plat
forms and applications might offer less 
genuine business functionality than that 
of minicomputer applications. And not 
only can functionality be lost by mov-

• AOS~~ '~:::\' 
Claflin & Clayton, Inc. ':~:;::::::::;" 

'. t~· '4i',,:f,,';l 

Unix 
Integration 

• 
• 
• 

File Sharing 

Remote Login 

Command 
Execution • AOSNSto 

NetWare 
Integration • Electronic Mail 

• NFS& TCP 
Networking 
Software 

• Ethernet 
Networking 
Hardware 

• High 
Performance, 
Low Cost 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

Printing 

Backup 

AOSNS I & II 

RDOS, AOS 

MV, NOVA, 
ECLIPSE, 
DESKTOP 

Industry Standard Networking Solutions 
203 Southwest Cutoff, Northboro, MA 01532 Telephone 508-393-7979 FAX 508-393-8788 
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ing to PC networks, but direct and indi
rect investment may be 10 t in the mini
computer application. 

technology, these facilities allow PC
like features to be added to minicom
puter and mainframe applications with
out changing the existing code. Adding 
fancy features to applications without 
additional costs allows ICobol pro
grammers to preserve and actually 
leverage their investment in those 
ICobol applications. 

ow ICobol programmers have a 
third alternative. ew technology has 
been introduced that allows program
mers to add pop-up windows, pull
down menus, and hot keys to their ap
plications in a matter of hours, not days 
or weeks. Founded on object-based Traditional Cobol programming 

30 

Check it out! Rhintek's 
emulation capabilities 

will meet your needs. 
*Vf Emulation for DEC, UNIX and AViiON 
* PC/TCP KERNEL 

INTERFACE 
* SCROll BACK BUFFER 
* 0462 EMULATION 

Network Support 
150+ Macro Keys 
Compressed Mode 
Built-In Diagnostics 
Command Language 
Script Files 
International Keyboards 
Code Pages 850, 437 

File Transfers 
Complete Printer Support 
Graphics on IBM Proprinters 
and HP LaserJets 
Auto Dial , Logon & Logoff 
Unlimited Configuration Files 
Mouse Compatibility 
Very, Very fast! 
' New for Version 4.0 

Version 4.0 

E U/410 
DG Color Graphics Terminal 
Emulation for IBM Micros 

Then grab a copy of Rhintek's 
EMU/470, V4.0. 
Rhintek offers products spanning the entire Dasher Terminal Line, priced from 
$95 to $249. We offer volume discounts and unlimited free technical support. 
Call us and we'll FAX the Facts! Your complete satisfaction is always guaranteed. 

Rhintek, Inc. 
Computer Engineering 
p.o. Box 220 Columbia, Maryland 21045 
VI A and MCAccepred (410) 730-2575 
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was never designed to easily create in
teractive user interfaces. The introduc
tion of a non-ANSI-compliant 
"SCREEN SECTION" in ICobol 
improved the situation, but still 
requires additional source-level Cobol 
coding. Any changes to the information 
displayed requires source modification 
and subsequent recompilation. 

Some Cobol systems now claim 
window support, but still require 
source code changes and recompilation 
of the program to modify the user inter
face. Even newer "interactive dialog ed
itors" are not typically much more than 
code generators that still require pro
gram code recompilation for the slight
est modification. 

These situations make it extremely 
time-consuming, not only to program 
these features into applications, but also 
to maintain ICobol applications. ICobol 
programmers complain of spending 
weeks to program these features and 
additional hours recompiling applica
tions after making simple changes to a 
single application window. 

New technology 
A new ICobol tool utilizes object

based technology to add PC-like fea
tures to ICobol applications in a matter 
of hours, without any changes to the 
existing ICobol code. Wild Hare Com
puter Systems developed the "Harestyl
ist" RAD (rapid application develop
ment) tool to offer programmers a sim
pler, object-based path to the PC-like 
features users demand. 

Object-based techniques utilized by 
this software tool eliminate all the 
"modify / compile" hassles required by 
the conventional method of adding in
teractive user interfaces to ICobol ap
plications. Object-based technology can 
remove most of the user interface 
design from the Cobol programs and 
place it in completely separate window 
and menu "object" files. Object files are 
created and maintained using a nonpro
cedural, menu-driven, "point and click" 
interactive screen designer. These object 
files are treated like named objects and 
maintained independently from the 
Cobol programs themselves. Thus the 
user interface may be created and mod
ified without touching a line of Cobol 
source code, and without even recom
piling a single program. 
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The benefits of using object-based 
technology are many. Object-based 
technology saves programming time 
and effort, not only in the initial stages 
of programming windows and menus 
in ICobol applications, but in maintain
ing and customizing ICobol applica
tions. Adding these features to existing 
applications without code-level changes 
or recompilations keeps development 
costs as low as possible. 

Object-based technology's simplic
ity also makes it easy for programmers 
to customize applications' user inter
faces. With procedural coding it could 
take weeks to move windows, adjust 
hot keys, and further customize and 
upda te the application for a single 
user's specific needs. 

For example, a value-added re
seller's (V AR's) applications menu sys
tem may be customized for a specific 
user by placing the customer's name in 
window objects. The customer is happy 
because the system then looks like a 
customized system, even though the 

DG, SUN 
& MOTOROLA 

BUY & SELL • NEW & USED 

~ 
SUN ELC's & SLC's 
SUN SI10-GX SYSTEMS 
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E 0 
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V AR spent only about 30 seconds to do 
the customization. And programmers 
are happy because not one line of code 
was changed, and no recompiles were 
required. 

Portability 
Because applications developed 

with Harestylist run with Wild Hare's 
"Choice!" ICobol run time system, 
which is fully portable and supports 
more than 60 different platforms and 18 
different operating systems, program
mers can offer applications with 
Harestylist features on virtually any 
platform or operating system without 
altering source code. Programmers who 
previously tried to add window simula
tion code to their ICobol applications 
for one platform do not have the 
flexibility of running that exact applica
tion on a different platform or operat
ing system. It would require weeks or 
months to modify the application for a 
different platform, adding significant 
costs to the application. 

Object-based technology is the sim
plest method of adding PC-like features 
to ICobol applications, saving program
mers time and effort, and keeping the 
cost of applications low while maintain
ing their investment in existing ICobol 
applications. Object-based technology 
also simplifies application maintenance, 
and gives programmers a simple means 
of customizing applications for individ
ual users. 

Object-based technology is the to
tally RAD answer to bringing ICobol 
applications up to date, and to keeping 
programmers and users RADically 
happy. !:l 

• Why, an ICobol program with Harestylist 
features, of coursel 

Vibeke H. Arentz is Marketing Specialist 
for Wild Hare Computer Systems, Inc. She 
may be reached at 6595 O'Dell Place, Suite 
M, Boulder, CO, 80307; 303/530-2221 
phone or 303/530-9637 fax. 

ARChive 
nterfaee Module 

(AIM)TM 
Compress CEO Documents With 
Immediate, On-Line Restoration 

As a CEO public application: 
• Relieves the system manager of the responsiblity to restore user's 

documents. 
• Saves disk space by compressing the files into an ARC® library. 
• Keeps CEO users happy by allowing them to restore their own 

documents. 
• Works either with, or independently of the CEO archiver, and will 

restore documents previously archived to tape. 

Call, Write or FAX for AIM on a 30 Day Approval! 

CORPORATE LICENSES AVAILABLE * 

Data Bank Associate s. Inc. 

20010 Century Blvd., Suite 104 
Germantown, Maryland 20874 

Telephone (301) 540-5562 
or FAX (301) 540-8105 

EB -VISA' -ARC IS a registered ~ademark of System Enhancement Associates. CEO IS a registered ~ademark of Data Generaf Corp. 
"Must also purchase a license for ARC. 
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MAC DAT1-l INC. 
429 MAIN ST. 

WATERTOWN,CT06795 
-51 CE 1981-

BUY· SELL · REPAIR 
NEW & QUALITY USED 

DATA GENERAL 
HARDWARE 
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INTEGRATION 
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CO VERSIO S 

TEL# 800/878-8783 
FAX# 203/274·7593 

CALL TODAY AND SAVE "$ 
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You wouldn't drive 
a car without a 
dasIIboard ••• 
sowhJnm 
lOS/VB without 
:PEBl'M8R! 
Includes a logging facility with 
report generator, real-time 
monitoring screen, flle and 
directory structure analysis 
utilities and a tutorial on AOS/VS 
system performance analysis. 

Join the hundreds of other System 
Managers who no longer run out 
of gas unexpectedly. 
10.IY. :PBIlI'II8B 
10.IY. D :PUI'II8B 
10 DlI OW COPY 

$750 
$750 
FUBI 

:81 .. 81 
Software for System Managers 
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109 Minna Street, Suile 215 
San francisco, CA 94105 
Dial-up BBS (1200 baud): (415) 391-6531 
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U sing Harestylist 

Harestylist operates on virtually any 
popular platform and operating system. 
When used with PCs, it can be controlled 
using a mouse or keyboard method. On 
other systems, functions are carried out with 
the keyboard. 

When starting up Harestylist to design 
a window, the user sees a default window 
template. Once a new window form has 
been created, text and other enhancements 
may be added. The keyboard cursor keys 
may be used to position the display cursor to 
any desired point on the screen, as can 
holding down the left mouse button and 
moving the mouse, I.e., "click and drag." 

The window can be moved using the 
"Move" function under the "Window" menu. 
The cursor control keys and/or mouse let 
you move the window to any location on the 
screen. When you move the window, an out
line of the current window fill "follow" your 
cursor-mouse commands to indicate the pro
posed new window position . When you hit 
the enter key or click the left mouse button, 
the full window will be redrawn in the new 
position. 

The window can be resized by using 
the "Resize" function under the "Window" 
menu option. The cursor control keys and/or 
mouse allow you to resize the window. 
When you resize the windows, an outline of 
the new window size will "follow" your cur
sor/mouse commands to indicate the pro
posed new window size. When you hit the 
enter key or click the mouse button, the full 
window will be redrawn in the new size. 

Once the window is positioned, you can 
assign attributes to the window. All Harestyl
ist functions are accessed by menus origi
nating at the initial help/function menu. For 
example, you might want to add a shadow to 
the window to create the illusion of depth, 
and provide a sophisticated look to your 
applications. Select the "Shadow" menu from 
the initial helplfunction menu. From the 
"Shadow" menu, using either the mouse 
point-and-click method or the keyboard, 
select "Foreground color," which allows you 
to select the foreground color of the shadow. 
Then select "Background color," which 
allows you to select the background color of 
the shadow character. Then select "Attribut
es," which include blink, compressed, dim, 
reverse, and underline. Then select "Draw," 
which redraws the shadow with the current 
style, attributes, and color in effect. " you 
want to erase the shadow, select "Erase." 

Any window-design process can be ac
complished using this interactive technique. 
The "Border drawing" menu lets you select 
the window border's "Foreground color," 
"Background color," "Attributes," and "Style." 

Use the "line drawing" menu to draw 
lines in your window. With this menu, use 
the cursor keys or mouse to determine the 
starting and stopping points of each line in 
the window. The "Line drawing" menu lets 
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you select the line's foreground color, back
ground color, and style. 

The "Title handling" window allows a 
title to be associated with a window. It is con
trolled by the color, attributes, content, and 
location specified by the options in this sec
tion. The functions in this menu allow you to 
select the title's foreground color, back
ground color attributes, and location. Loca
tion options are Left, Center, and Right. 

The "Box drawing" menu allows the sim
ple creation of rectangular box character sets 
in a manner similar to drawing lines. Boxes 
add a cosmetic enhancement to your win
dows. You create a new box by setting up 
the colors, attributes, and style you want, 
then specifying the top-left and bottom-right 
location of the box. 

Harestylist offers many options in creat
ing a window, allowing you to create a simple 
or complex window with just a few keystrokes 
or mouse clicks, and no recompilation . Once 
you have specified a window, you assign a 
name to it and save it to an object library. 

Programming windows 
Windows may be controlled by an appli

cation program in two fashions : implicitly 
through runtime system setup (no program
ming control required) , and under program 
control with an Axis-compiled program (Axis 
is Wild Hare's ICobol compiler). 

Automatic control. You can use the 
"Choice!" hot key and default window subsys
tem to define windows that are automatically 
displayed for any given program by the run
time system. This means you don't need to 
make program modifications in order for 
"Choice!" to call your windows into your 
Cobol program. 

Program control. The new "windows" 
verb supported by the Axis ICobol compiler 
gives you utmost control of an applications
windowing environment. Simple commands 
include opening, closing, selecting, and 
modifying application-controlled windows at 
any time. The syntax is: 

ADO 
CLEAR 
CLOSE 
WINDOW 
OPEN 
REDRAW 
SELECT 
SHOW 

HIDE Iit-id(fBQM filename] 

[[NQI) ON EXCEPTION imperative-statemen~ 

[END WINPOW] 

Each high-level function refers to a name the 
corresponding window was given when cre
ated or modified by Harestylist. Whenever a 
window name is required, an optional object 
library name may also be specified. This 
allows different window object files to contain 
objects with the same name. fl 
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PRODUCTS AND SERVICES 

The latest 
products for 
DG systetns 

Terminal emulation ~ ~ <1 
Atlanta, GA-Smarterm 470 for Win
dows is Persoft's full-featured Data 
General terminal-emulation software 
that allows PCs to precisely emulate the 
DG Dasher series of graphics and text 
terminals to connect to MY and A viion 
hosts. Smarterm provides all the sup
port needed for PC LAN-to-host con
nectivity, including Smarterm TCP lIP 
and corporate-support tools for stan
dardizing PC-to-host interaction. 

Smarterm 470 for Windows emu
lates the D470C, D461, D460, D450 color 
and monochrome graphics terminals, as 
well as the D411, D410, D400, D220, 
DZ15, D214, 0211, 0210, DZOO, and 
0100 text terminals. The software pro
vides Telnet management for third
party TCP lIP applications, giving users 
flexibility in choosing the appropriate 
connectivity option for their environ
ment. 

Virtually all ethernet cards and all 
popular LANs are supported, including 
NDlS, 001, and token ring drivers. The 
Windows version allows up to eight 
concurrent host sessions in separate 
windows. 

Smarterm 470 includes sophisti
cated FfP capabilities: drag-and-drop 
FrP allows users to make convenient 
point-and-click file transfers; the stan
dalone FfP client program allows direct 
access to FrP without running 
Smarterm; additional file transfer proto
cols supported include Kermit, Xmo
dem, Ymodem, and Zmodem. 

A standalone version is priced at 
$395 retail. The file-server price is 
$1,795 retail for five concurrencies. D. 

Persaft, Inc ., 465 Science Drive, P.O. 
Box 44953, Madisol1, WI 53744-4953; 
608/273-6000. 

FoCl/s 33 

SYSGEN DATA Ltd. 
MARKETING 

t. Data General ~::':~112UwORLDWIDE 
MV 15000 MOD 10. CPU Complete ............ $2.500 6299 SIS ...................................................... $1 .000 
MV 15000 MOD 10. CPU Board .................... 1.500 6300 SIS ........................................................ 1.000 
MV 15000 MID Board ....................................... 750 LAC 12 .............................................................. 200 
MV 2000 4MB. Flpy ....................................... 1.300 DG 70MB Drive (2000 Format) .................... ..... 300 
MV 20000 Model 2 Upgrade .......................... 2.000 DG 160 MB Disk .............................................. .400 
MV 20000 Loaded .......................................... CALL MV 7800XP System Configured .................... 1.500 
MV 15000120000 Floating Point ........................ 750 B600 LPM Printer .............................................. 350 
6239 SIS 592MB ............................................... 850 Genicom 332013318 Printers ............................ 150 
DG Shadow 500 MB Disk Drives ................... 1.350 32 MB Memory (MV 20000 Style) .................. 4.500 
AViiON 4625 Fully Configured ..................... 17.000 MY 5600. LAC 32. 16MB. lGtG. 150 Meg Tape . 2.500 
AViiON 5100 Fully Configured ....................... 8.500 6321 Printer ...................................................... 100 
AViiON 3200 Fully Configured ....................... 2.850 MV 5 500. LAC32. 662. 322. 2GIG ................ 9.000 
LAN BOARD (2000 Style) ................................. 300 D411 ............. 175 D211 .................................. 135 
MV4&10Memory2MB ................................... loo D214 ............. 135 D215 .................................. 150 
STARLAN ...................................................... l .ooo D216 New ..... 365 0412 .................................. 325 
lAC 16 (RS 232) wlTCB 16 ............................... 150 D462+ .......... .4oo D463 .................................. 425 
lAC 16 (RS 422) ................................................ 150 DG Desktop 10. 20. 30 .................................. CALL 
lAC 8·2 .............................................................. 100 Dataram 16MB (MV 15000) .............................. 650 

Call For Unlisted Equipment 

SYSGEN DG6321 Prinler .. .. ................ $125 AViiON 4300 System Complete .. $6.500 

SPECIAL DG500MBShadow ........... $1 .350 AViiON 5220 .......................... Call 

selP 
BUY • SELL • TRADE • LEASE 

PRICING SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOnCE 
ALL EQUIPMENT SOLD IS WARRANTED FOR 30 DAYS 

Authorized 
WordPerfect 

Motorola VAR 

12 ELKLAND ROAD, MELVILLE, NY 11747 (516)491-11 00 fax: (516)491-1559 

Circle 3S on reader service card. 

Do you have any idea how fast you're going? 

a System Cillls a 
Cl Netwol1flng a 
a Processes a 
a Memory(J 

a History a 
(J OVerview Cl 

Cl Dlslf 110 a 

DIiIIlX Real-tIme Performance Monitor 

Cl Highlights key performance statistics on a single DGjUX system 
Cl Helps to quickly identify performance boHlenecks 
a Displays data over short or long periods of time 

a Shows maximum and minimum values with the times they occurred 

a Displays process information - sorted by CPU, Memory, Priority ... 
Cl Saves screen images to disk for later evaluation 

Now with Logging and Playback! 
This is the DGjUX performance tool you've waited for! 

Data 6eneral Systems EValuation and 
Performance Analysis Center (SEPAL} 

4170 Ashford-Dunwoody Road, SUite 300 
Atlanta, 64 30319 

(4041 705-2520 
FAX (404) 705-2660 

Circle I 3 on reader service card. 

Data General 
Where the Wx-Id 
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Company PG# RS# Company PG# RS# 
Ames Sciences, Inc. 31 1 Monarch Software, Inc. C4 22 
Asset Remarketing 5 2 NADGUG 23 23 
Async Systems, Inc. 15 3 NADGUG 25 24 
CDS 18 4 National Computer Dynamics 22 25 
Claflin & Clayton, Inc. 27 5 Park Place International 21 26 
Claflin & Clayton, Inc. 29 6 Persoft, Inc. 17 27 
Computer Engineering R&D Computers 28 28 

International, Inc. C2 7 RAVE Computer 
Computer Wholesalers, Inc. 20 8 Association, Inc. 12 29 
Contemporary Cybernetics Rhintek, Inc. 30 30 

Group 10 9 SCIP 11 32 
Data Bank Associates, Inc. 15 10 Scott Mcintyre & Associates C3 33 
Data Bank Associates, Inc. 31 11 Security Computer Sales, Inc. 9 34 
Data General Corporation 3 12 Sysgen Data Ltd. 33 35 
Data General :SYSMGR, a division of B.J. Inc. 32 36 
Professional Services 33 13 :SYSMGR, a division of B.J. Inc. 28 37 
Digital Computer Consulting, Inc. 18 14 :SYSMGR, a division of B.J. Inc. 35 -
Digital Dynamics, Inc. 28 15 Threshold, Inc. 22 38 
Eagle Software, Inc. 7 16 Universal Data Corporation 9 39 
Gerry Manning & Associates 22 17 Wild Hare Computer Systems, Inc. 1 40 
Hanson Data Systems, Inc. 13 18 Wild Hare Computer Systems, Inc.26 41 
Intelligent Information Systems 19 19 
International Computing 

r- PRODUCTS AND SERVICES 
Systems, Inc. 6 20 

Mac Data, Inc. 32 21 Company PG# RS# 
Minitab Statistical Software 35 - Persoft, Inc. 33 -

ON-LINE HELP ----------------------, 

Who to call 
for answers about 
NADGUG and FOCUS 

NADGUG 

Membership, RIGs, SIGs 

NADGUG address; 
c/o Daniel i & O'Keefe Associates, Inc. 
Chiswick Park, 490 Boston Post Rd . 

Sudbury, MA 01776 
FAX: 508/443-4715 

NADGUG staff .... .................... ..... .. ... ........................... 800/253·3902 FOCUS Magazine 
(Outside the U.S and Canada.) ....... .. .......................... 508/443·3330 5121335·2286 

FOCUS Magazine address: 
c/o Turnkey Publishing, Inc. 

P.O. Box 200549 
Austin , TX 78720 

FAX: 512/335-3083 

Electronic bulletin boards 
(300,1200, 2400, or 9600 baud modem) 

Editorial comments, article suggestions ................ .Doug Johnson 
(please send product announcements to the address listed above) 

Rational Data Systems .......... .. ........................... ......... 415/499·7628 
DASH bulletin board (2400 bps modem) ... ........... 800/DASH·CSC 

Information about advertising ............................... Susan de Blanc 

Data General Customer Support Center ............. .... .. . 800/344-3577 FOCUS back issues ......... .. ........................... Turnkey Publishing staff 
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COl/IiI/lied from pnge 13 

ary proce witching i a wa t of y -
tem tim . The cache tall and it may 
appear as CPU time. When this value 
gets into the thou and (depending n 
the type of y tem and numb r of 
proces or ), then too much time is 
being spent flu hing cach . The olution 
i to modify application to eliminate 
context switches. To accompli h thi , 
th application may need to b modi
fied to buffer up more data and do 
more processing at onc . Application 
should proce mor code with fewer 
call to subprogram . Subprogram that 
u e interproce s communication call , 
pipes, reads, writes, xc s ive locking, 
and other system resources may force a 
proce witch on a wait for a particular 
re ource. Application hould b m d
ified to more efficiently u ema
phores, m ag queue , or ignal-pro
ce ing call . The numb r f me age 
queue call and emaphor i Ii ted by 
the a r -m option. 

Features of UX/RPM and A V 
SysScope for swapping and process -
switching activity. Rep rt th numb r 
of bound , unbound , and eligible 
proce e. An II ligible" pr ce ian 
that i running or i ch n by th e 
medium term scheduler (MTS) to run 
when a physical proc or i availabl . 

Summary 
Performance monitoring and tun

ing the DC /U X y tem w re nc 
thought of a difficult ta k , and even 
now, performance monitoring and tun
ing are not exact ci nc . Th re ar 
many utilitie available to help you ana
lyze performance data and to decid n 
corrective action. Th thr ar a wher 
the sy tem could be p nding it time 
ar in y t m mode (% YS), u er m de 
(%u r), or idl tim (%idle) . The Unix 
y tem activity rep rter ( ar) i the fir t

choic utility in any performance inv -
tigation. 

Thomas E. Soukup, CIIrrelltly servillg as the 
worldwide Benchmark Coordillator, is a 
member of the Teclmienl Services Group at 
Data Gelleral Corporation ill Schaumburg, 
lIIinois. Copyright © 1993 by Thomas E. 
Soukup alld Total Ellvirollmelltal Sy tems 
Services Corporatioll. All rights re erved. 
Edited by Edward A. Sepich llI, Total Envi
rOlllllelltal Sy telllS Services Corporatioll. 
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____________ CLASSIFIED ADS 

DIAL-UP BUllETIN BOARDS 

NADGUG 

forNADGUG 
Membership 
information 
contact: 
Danieli & O'Keefe 
Associates, Inc. 

1-800-253-3902 
(continental U.S. only) 

508-443-3330 

SOFTWARE 

Statistical 
Software 

- Powerful 
- Fast 
- Easy-to-use 
- Inexpensive 

MINITAB ~ ~ 
STATISTICAL SOFTWARE 
3081 Enlerprose Dr . State College. PA 16801 

814-238-3280 

The North 
American 

Data General 
Users Group 

is an incredible 
resource when you 

need answers. 

So, don 't 
go it alone -

join NADGUG 
today! 

FREEl to NADGUG members! 

• Focus Magazine/12 issues • Networking with other DG users 
• Electronic Bulletin Boards • Access to RIGjSIG network 
• NADGUG software library • Communication channel to DG 
• Member Directory • Discounts on conference 
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BULLETIN BOARDS -----------------------------------------------

111111 
Category: DG/UX 
Author: Brian Paige 
Subject: Timeout on ports 

I need a way to check to see if a port 
has had any activity, and if not log it off. 
Not being extremely familiar with Unix, 
I was wondering if someone could tell 
me if there's a Unix command that will 
do this for me, or if I have to create 
something. 

I played with the timeout option in 
sysadm for port services, but this seems 
to apply only to the login 
prompt/ process. 

Reply by: Doug Morgan 
You can use the who -u command. 

The field just before the pid number is a 
time field . 

The time is how long that port has 
to be idle. If a period (.) shows up in this 
field, the port has had activity in the last 
minute. You can write a script to kill any 
port that has been idle for so many min
utes. 

Category: Networking 
Author: Ned Sheppard 
Subject: Printing w/portable Netware 

We are running Portable Netware 
on our A viion and everything works 
well except for some printing problems. 
Text files sent to a queue that routes the 
job to Ip services and then out to a print
er defined on the Aviion print out very 
well. 

Any graphics or Windows (3.1) 
word processing documents get trashed 
and are not legible when they get to the 
printer. The symptoms range from only 
the left side of the page printing to ran
dom characters all over the page. The 
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A viion printers are HPII and are defined 
as hplaserjet II. 

Since I can print to a workstation 
printer (HP Laserjet) at a workstation 
running rprinter through the Portable 
Netware from any PC on the LAN and 
get good results with graphics files, I am 
led to believe that the problem lies with 
the printer definitions in sysadm. 

Reply by: RTP Support 
In general, when printing graphics 

or binary data to a printer connected 
and managed by the System V print 
scheduler, you should use an sth) setting 
of "-opost". 

This prevents output processing. 
The w/o -opost CRs are converted to 
CRNL pairs, tabs are expanded to 
spaces. You may also define two logical 
print queues to the same port. 

For example, a queue named 
laser _text would not contain the stty set
ting of -opost. You would print all sim
ple ASCII text files to this queue. 

Next, you could define a second 
queue named, laser_binary. This queue 
would include the stty setting of -opost. 
All graphics or binary data should be 
printed to this queue. 

If you do not wish to define a sec
ond binary queue, from the shell, you 
may issue the command: Ip -dprinter
ostt-opost file. The Ip command line 
option, "-ostty=-opost", will be passed 
to the interface script and no output 
processing will take place. 

For additional information see the 
manual, Managing the DG/UX System -
09370188-02 Chapter 11 page 11-93, 
"Adjusting the Printer Port Characteris
tics." 6 

DASH runs on an Aviion 5200 server lo
cated at the ClIstomer Support Center in 
Norcross, GA. The blllletin board is avail
able 24 hours per day, 7 days per week, free 
of charge. Call800/DASH-CSC (800/327-
4272) for the modem rotan;. 

Asynchronous 
communications 
From: Brian Johnson 

111111 

There seems to be a lot of confusion 
about when I\S and I\Q are honored on 
lAC lines. The real coop is this: they are 
always honored whenever the port is 
open and the current or most recent 
read or write was a nonbinary operation 
(?IBIN=O in the I/O packet). The /IFC 
and /OFC characteristics specify that 
I\S/ I\Q should also be honored during 
binary reads and writes, respectively. 
All DC and third-party programs that I 
know of that require flow control to 
operate during binary reads and writes 
take care of turning on / IFC or / OFC 
themselves (e.g., CEO and Wordper
fect), 0 these characteristics will only 
cause trouble if turned on by default (as 
I often ee). If your program requires 
binary delimited strings (e.g., records 
terminated by an EOT or even CR/ LF) 
then it should et both "?ffiIN" and 
"?RTDS" and either default the de
limiter table pointer (offset ?IDEL) or 
supply the address of a bitmap that 
specifie what terminators you want. 
The danger in using binary reads and 
writes with modems who e serial port 
speed is higher than the connection 
speed, or when on noisy phone lines, is 
that you really do need for the flow con
trol to work, so you probably ought to 
be turning on / IFC and / or / OFC unless 
I\S/ I\Q are valid data characters. If 0 , 

then your only recour e is to run the s -
rial port at the same speed as the 
modem port and take your chances on 
noi y phone lines. 6 

The NADGUG/Rational Data Systems elec
tronic blllletin board is available to 
NADGUG members. Call 415/499-7628. 
No fees other than phone charges. 
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0COTr McINTYQE (0 A000CIATE0, INC. 
"YOUR GLOBAL SOLUTION FOR D.G. & MOTOROLA" 

31 3-299-0040 
* BUY * SELL * TRADE * DATA GENERAL & MOTOROLA * 

PRICE! 

"It is with great pleasure that we have chose 
to work with Scott McIntyre & Associates, 
Inc. as our second source Data General sup
plier. The prices, service, delivery time and 
quality of the equipment we've pu.rchased 
has never been equalledl" 

Amaizo Yves 
Managing Director 
y info 

Jauldes. France 

PERFORMANCE! 

"Scott McIntyre & Associates, Inc. has 
eanled the respect of all the executives at our 
company for their honesty and diligence. 
They have always been flexible and accomo
dati,lg!" 

Andy Michael 
ales Director 

Quiss Tech .• Pic 
London. England 

QUALITY! 

"Many other resellers in the USA would like 
to deal with us in Australia, and on some 
occasions we have brought from them. How
ever, the quality of the goods and se1'Vice has 
never matched what we get from Scott McIn
tyre & Associates, Inc. " 

Alan Frazer 
Managing Director 
Fraw & Associates PTY. LTD. 

DELIVERY! 

"It is good to know that there are still people 
out there who conduct their business with 
honesty and integrity. " 

William E. Herr 
Director of Computer Operations 
The Bon-Ton tore 

'Ytugust Specials" 

" NEW" D413 
CRTW/KB 
ONLY $435 

6799-G 
520MB HH DIFF. 

DISK 
ONLY $1 ,450 

43701AC-16 
RS232 

ONLY $185 

D410 CRT W/KB 
ONLY $125 

4626 LAC-32 
RS232 

ONLY $2,450 

MV2000 II W/4MB, 
21 MB CTD & 70MB 

DISK ONLY $950 

"OVER $1 ,000,000 IN STOCK!" 
"CALL FOR OUR SUMMER PRICE CATALOG!" 

!! (' II 'T' " )) ~tt~~ _ OLtt] 

·.'tS~at! M~Jfl!yra :t 'farry SrnHh :t 

:t Habart 1~J~Jfltyra:t 1~Jj~h:laJ Haw:l~1~j :t 

"~Val~arf)ifl~ Larr:lina L:lCrai;{" 

31 3-299-0040 
FAX: 313-299-0041 

P.O. BOX 82115 • 1856 STAR-BATT DR. 
ROCHESTER, MI 48308-2115 

Circle 33 on reader service card . 



And 

NOW PLAYING from Monarch Software ~~ 
Here's what you've been waiting for! The first 
indisputably easy migration path to DG/UX 
for INFOS and CEO' users. 

OPEN ELECTRONIC OFFICE 1" (OEO 1" ) 

Open Electronic Office is the only easy 
migration path for CEO users moving to 
DG/UX OEO is keystroke-for-keystroke 
compatible with CEO and provides a familiar 
setting that ensures users will maintain, and 
even improve, their productivity. OEO also 
provides multiple choices in PC integration 
and MV interoperability. 

OPEN FILE MANAGER 1'.' (OFM 1'.,) 

Open File Manager is the only high 
performance, high reliability migration path 
to DG/UX for INFOS applications. OFM uses 
the INFOS API so your programs won't have 
to change to take advantage of the improved 
performance and greater recoverability 
features designed into OFM. We also offer a 
VS COBOL-compatible run-time system and 
a sort/merge, all in one cost-effective bundle. 

For More Information about 
easy migration to open systems 
call: '-BOO-MIGRATE 

Monarch 
Software 

4904 Waters Edge Dr. • Raleigh, NC 27606 
Phone: (919) 851-5408 

Fax: (919) 851-9508 
E-Mail: info @monarch.com 

Open Electronic OffIce and Open Ale Manager are 
trodemar1<.s of Monarch Software, Inc. CEO, INFOS, and DGlUX 

are registered trodemar1<.s of Data General Corporation. 

C 1993 Monorch Sollwore, Inc. 

Circle 22 on reader service card . 


